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1. INTRODUCTION

The simple design method presented here has been developed in response to the
following needs and objectives:

(a) This calculation procedure can be used by designers, contractors, and
owner/builders working on plans for passive solar houses. The method is
simple enough for people to apply who do not have an extensive background

in science, engineering or mathematics. All necessary supporting data is
provided.

(b) The procedure can be used to evaluate the performance of various retrofit
design options.

(c) Design calculations for DOE and HUD solar projects are quite complicated.
The procedure provides a "primer" to familiarize interested people
without previous experience with the basic steps involved in heat load
calculations for solar applications.

(d) Building inspectors, FHA, and other financial institutions may require
heat load calculations, especially if the planned building does not
include a full-size backup heating system.

(e) The design calculation procedure also provides a uniform format for
reporting and evaluating the performance of existing passive solar homes
in comparison studies.

Since different climates call for somewhat different approaches to passive solar
design, five different variations of the original manual have been prepared:

* Vol. I - COLD CLIMATE (includes Aleutian Islands, Alaska, the New Englaid Coast
from New Haven, Connecticut to Brunswick, Maine, and the southern
Great Lakes region around Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland).

Vol. II -TEMPERATE EAST COAST CLIMATE (includes the northern Philadelphia -.

Washington region and the Atlantic Coast from Norfolk to Charleston).



Vol. III- WARM, HUMID CLIMATE (includes Florida, Hawaii, and the Gulf Coast).

Vol. IV - PACIFIC NORTHWEST CLIMATE (includes only areas west of the Cascades

from Seattle, Washington, to Portland, Oregon).

Vol. V - WARM CALIFORNIA CLIMATE (includes the coast from Oakland to San

Diego as well as high and low desert areas).

It is assumed that the designer has a basic knowledge of passive solar mech-

anisms and their operational characteristics. A brief summary is given in

the following chapter, and a number of useful reference books are listed at

the end of this manual.

The calculation procedure is divided into several steps with corresponding

worksheets and supporting data. An additional blank set of worksheets easily

removable for xeroxing is attached.

This simple procedure should be especially helpful during the early design

phase to evaluate the effect of various design options and combinations and

again in checking out the final design, and to determine the approximate

auxiliary heat load. The procedure is best applied to direct gain, Trombe

walls (mass or water), solar roofs and combinations of these. Sunspaces that

are an integral part of the house fall under direct gain; attached solar

greenhouses with a large amount of exposed surfaces require an additional set

of calculations for the greenhouse alone, with the net heat gain then added to

the house calculations. Using a simple hand calculator or slide rule will

save time.

2
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2. REVIEW OF DEFINITIONS

Solar systems for heating (and cooling) can be divided into two basic

categories: active (mechanical) systems and passive (natural) systems. Active

systems need some energy input outside of solar to operate. This so-called
"parasitic" power requirement can, in some applications, be so large that none

or very little net savings will result by using the active solar system. This

is true, for instance, in smaller intallations of lithium-bromide absorption

solar cooling. Active systems resemble in their application conventional HVAC

systems in that they consist of a number of components that can be installed

after the structure has already been erected. Passive (natural) systems

operate without mechanical components or parasitic power input by making use

of the natural laws of heat transfer and the properties of building materials

to store or transmit solar energy to such an extent that the entire building

becomes a live-in solar collector. Thus, passive systems are built right into

the structure. The completed building and passive solar system(s) are quite

easy to operate since many controls are daily or seasonally automatic. The

passive system(s) must be designed and calculated carefully for satisfactory

performance, because mistakes will be very difficult to correct once they are

built into the house. On the other hand, many options exist that make the

design quite flexible, and some features do not have to be fixed until the

house has been lived in for a year or so---the building has to be fine-tuned,

so to speak. The performance of a passive system can be augmented with the

addition of blowers or fans to obtain better heat distribution. Technically

speaking, passive systems that use mechanical energy to transport heat around

are known as hybrid systems.

Table 2.1 lists definitions for common heat transfer terms used in this

manual. The primary passive solar heating methods are direct gain, thermal

storage wall (Trombe or water wall), and sunspace (greenhouse); roof ponds,

thermosyphon systems and hybrid solar roofs involve more hardware and are thus

somewhat more complicated. The heat transfer mechanisms involved between the

sun, the living space and the storage mass are very subtle and closely

interrelated; thus the building must be designed carefully, and the

interaction between the passive solar system(s) and the people living there

must also be considered.

3



TABLE 2.1

Definition of Heat Transfer Terms

HEAT is the sum of the kinetic energy of all molecules in a mass of material
due to the random molecular jostling motion.

TEMPERATURE is the intensity of heat (or molecular velocity) and does not
depend on the amount of mass present.

CONDUCTION is heat moving from a warmer to a colder region in the same sub-
stance; this type of heat transfer takes a definite amount of time and
depends on the conductivity of the material. ~

CONDUCTIVITY is a measure of the rate at which heat is conducted through a
slab of material whose two sides are kept at a constant temperature
differential.

CONVECTION is the circulatory motion of a fluid (liquid or gas) caused by
temperature differences without the use of mechanical devices. Heat
transfer by convection also takes a certain amount of time. It is
sometimes called natural convection to distinguish i t from forced
convection. ~(

FORCED CONVECTION occurs when air or liquids are made to circulate with
the aid of fans/blowers or pumps.

RADIATION is the trans-fer of heat by electromagnetic waves from an emitter
at higher temperature to an absorber at lower temperdture. Conversion
from radiation to heat occurs when the radiation is absorbed by a sub-
stance. This heat transfer occurs practically instantaneously. The
radiation properties (emissivity and absor ~tivity) and temperatures
of the emitting and absorbing surfaces wil determine the rate of heat
exchange between them.

SENSIBLE HEAT is the heat involved when the temrperature of a storage
material is raised or lowered.

LATENT HEAT OF FUSION is the heat involved in changing a substance between
the solid and liquid states.

SPECIFIC HEAT is the quantity of Btu's which can be stored in a material
per pound and per degree Fahrenheit.

HEAT CAPACITY is the quantity of heat that can be stored in a cubic foot of
material; it is the specific heat of the substance multiplied by its
density.

CONTINUED
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Table 2.1 Continued

RADIANT INTENSITY depends on the size and temperature of the emitting
surface and the proximity of the absorber.

REFLECTIVITY is a property of materials to "bounce-off" radiant energy
instead of absorbing it.

ABSORPTION is the phenomenon of conversion of electromagnetic waves of
radiated energy to heat by the surface of a material. From the
surface, the heat is then transferred into the material by conduction.

TRANSMISSIVITY is the property of certain materials to let radiant energy
pass through without absorbing all of it.

THERMOSYPHONING is a term traditionally applied to mechanical systems
that use the natural rise of heated gases or liquids for heat
transport.

AUXILIARY SYSTEM is the backup system or conventional space heating or
water heating system used to supply energy during periods of
completely cloudy weather when the solar systems cannot supply all
tne energy demanded.

INSULATORS are materials with a low conductivity. These materials are
said to have a high resistance to heat flow by conduction and are
identified by a high R-value.

I Btu (BRITISH THERMAL UNIT) is the heat necessary to raise one pound of
water by one degree Fahrenheit.

LIVING SPACE as defined and used in this manual denotes any space in the
house occupied by people for a variety of activities such as cooking,
heating, sleeping, bathing, play and recreation, etc.

U-VALUE (or the coefficient of heat transmission of a material or combi-
nation of materials) is defined as the rate of heat flow per square
foot per degree Fahrenheit temperature between air on the inside
and air on the outside of a wall, roof or floor. It is the reciprocal
of R, the thermal resistance of a material. Notethat R-factors can
be added, whereas U cannot. To calculate the U-value of a combina-
tion of substances, first find the total R-value by adding the
individual R factors, or Rl + R2 + R3 + ... = RTotal then U= 1

RTotal

The main heat transfer mechanisms involved during the day and night for the

different types of passive solar heating systems are indicated in Figures 2.1,
2.3, 2.4 and 2.6.

5



2.1 Direct Gain

The simplest and most widely used passive solar heating system is direct

gain. It consists of large, south-facing windows combined with a heat storage

mass in the room. If the system incorporates operable windows and movable

shading and window insulation, a variety of ways to control the level of comfort,

both during summer and winter, are provided. The daily temperature

fluctuations in the living space are somewhat higher than for a Trombe wall

system, and glare may be a problem under certain circumstances. The solar

greenhouse is also an application of the direct-gain method; here the daily

temperature fluctuations are quite large because glazing is increased and

storage mass is relatively small in order to yield excess heat for transfer

into the living space adjacent to the greenhouse. Maximum room depth for

effective direct gain is 2 times window height (from floor level) [1]. This

will also give good daylighting. The basic schematic is shown in Figure 2.1.

Winter Sun Insulation

S un Storage Mass

Figure 2.1 Schematic of the Basic Direct Gain Passive

Solar Heating System (Winter Operation)

A great degree of freedom exists in the placement of the storage mass in direct-

gain systems, as shown in Figure 2.2. The storage mass can be heated either by

sunlight striking it directly (preferably a considerable portion of a winter

day), or by solar-heated air passing over it, or by reflected radiation

from other surfaces in the room. If the storage surface is struck directly by

6
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depends on the climate. In areas with much winter sun, sufficient mass to

store heat over 2-3 days is a good idea. This is also true for places that

experience lavqe night-day temperature fluctuations in the summer. Places

with COloudy winters and/or humid summers should have storage sufficient only

to heat the home through one night. TA L 2.

Absorptivity of Building Materials and Paints

Material/Color Absorptivity

Slate Composition Roofing 0.9
Graphite 0.84
Red-Brown Linoleum 0.84
Asbestos Slate 0.81
Dark Colors 0.8

Gray Soft Rubber 0.65
Concrete 0.59
Red Brick 0.55
Medium Colors 0.5
Cork 0.45

Light Colors 0.2
Aluminum Paint 0. 18
White Tile 0.18
Anodized Aluminum 0.15
Wood, Paper, Cloth, Gypsum 0.1 - 0.45

The principal storage materials are water or different kinds of masonry: adobe,

brick, sand or cement-filled concrete block (slump block or cinder block), poured

concrete, rammed earth, stone, rock, or tile. The heat transfer and storage

characteristics of masonry materials do not vary by much; therefore, the choice

can be based on local availability, cost, structural considerations and local

building code requirements. For storage over several days, masonry is more

effective than water. Because of internal convection, water storage containers

release heat more quickly than do 2 ft thick masonry walls, for example. From a

construction standpoint, it is also easier to incorporate larger amounts of

masonry storage than oversize water containers. But because water requires only

about 1/3 the volume of masonry to store an equal quantity of heat, water may be

preferable in retrofit applications (if existing construction is able to support

this load). Table 2.3 lists a number of possible water containers for passive

solar heat storage.

8
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2.2 Thermal Storage Walls

The thermal storage wall, since it is located between the sun and the living

space, is an indirect passive solar heating systemi. The three main types of

thermal storage walls (vented and unvented Trombe wall and water wall) are

combined collector/storage passive heating methods and have somewhat different

performance characteristics since the heat transfer mechanisms for each type

vary, as indicated on Figure 2.3. Additionally, performance is also

influenced by wall thickness, the conductivity of the material, and

insulation. It is highly recommeinded that double glazing (two sheets of glass

or plastic) be used to reduce -.eat losses from the storage wall to the outside

unless night insulation is provided. The wall surface facing the sun is

painted dark (though not necessarily black) to increase absorption.

Rooms heated with thermal storage walls should not be more than 20 feet deep [1].

Masonry has the advantage of providing a structural function (load-bearing

wall); water, on the other hand, requires less volume. The Passive Solar

Energy Book by Edward Mazria, Rodale Press, Emmaus, Pennsylvania, 1979, and

the Thermal Storage Wall Design Manual by Alex Wilson, New Mexico Solar Energy

Association, P. 0. Box 2004, Santa Fe, NM 87501 ($4.75) give much information

on the thermal storage wall, including sizing and construction details.

2.3 Sunspace (Solar Greenhouse)

The sunspace (solarium or greenhouse) system is a combination of direct gain

and Trombe wall, as shown in Figure 2.4. The storage mass in a greenhouse is

sized to keep the plants from freezing during cold winter nights. The daily

air temperature swing in the greenhouse can be as much as 40'F, with the

excessive heat available for heating the living spaces adjacent to the

greenhouse. In warmer climates, sufficient and correctly placed vents must be

provided to prevent overheating in the summer. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic

of a northside greenhouse retrofit possible for warmer climates. A south

greenhouse retrofit is suitable even in cooler climates (if night insulation

for the glazing is provided).

10
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(a) UNVENJTED TROMBE WALL with roof overhang for warm climate (ideal
for retrofit to masonry buildings).

(b) VENITED (THERM1OCIRCULATIOI) TROMBE 'IALL for colder climate and
increased efficiency.

I.,

(c) UATER 'IALL with movable interior and exterior in-ulation for heat
transfer control and increased efficiency. (Efficiency also depends
on container surface material.)

Figure 2.3 Heat Transfer Mechanisms of Therinal Storage Walls
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FOR COOL CLINIATE [l. ot
Air
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Rock Storage
M ovable Shading

GLAZING CONFIGURAriQ r Aami 7
FOR WARM CLIMATE . W

Conl Qpen Window

Figure 2.4 Heating of Living Space with Solar Greenhouse

Roof Overhang /I

Sunmer Vents (Both Ends)

Inuato Night Insulaio

Masonry or
Water 1-alIl Retrofit

Greenouse Existing House

Figure 2.5 Schematic of North-Side Greenhouse Retrofit
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A number of othet passive/hybrid systems have been developed for ;etideotial

applications. rhese are somewhat more complicated to design and build by

contractors without previous experience, or they are applicable to limited

climatic regions for best performance. Among these systems are the roof

pond developed by Harold Hay for Southern California, the hybrid solar roof

(Southern New Mexico) and the natural convective loop system (thermosyphon)

which more closely resembles an active solir system since it employs a bank of

solar collectors. Schematics of these systems are shown in Figures 2.6, 2.7,

2.8 and 2.9.

Much research and development work is curently underway with new heat storage

materials. In the passive methods described above, the usual heat storage

medium is either masonry or water (or .,metir.=s a combination of both); these

media store sensible heat by undergoinc -r, increase in temperature.

Phase-change materials, on the oth..,- nano, make use of latent heat of fusion

to store large quantities of heat without much temperature fluctuation.

Experimental units of phase-change materials have been able to store and yield

up to twenty-five times more heat than rock beds of equal mass under the same

operating conditions [2]. A suitable phase-change material must have the

following characteristics: the melting/freezing point must be at a convenient

temperature, it must be nontoxic, nonflammable, noncorrosive and otherwise

* acceptable to building codes, it must perform reliably and without loss in

efficiency over a long life cycle, and it should be inexpensive, widely

available and of nonfossil fuel origin. So far, only a group of salt hydrates

developed by Dr. Maria Telkes come close to meeting a number of these

requirements. Sodium sulphate decahydrate (Glauber's salt) and sodium

thiosulfate pentahydrate have been used in experimental solar houses. The

major problems found have been supercooling, segregation of the components ,f

the mixture after a few cycles, and failure of the containers. Certain

plastics are being investigated for containers; another approach using foawe,;

concrete block impregnated with eutectic salts and sealer with i membrane also

-..ows promise [2].
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Summer Cooling

Figure 2.6 The Roof Pond in Warm Climate
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Fiqur.e 2.7 Therma~l Roof Options in Colder
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3. CLIMATE AND PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Climate

Passive solar houses must be designed specifically for the climatic conditions

at the site. Besides the amount of sunshine available on any day (or the

monthly average total), wind direction and velocity, precipitation and the

average temperature are also important considerations. Heating degree days are

the number of degrees the daily average temperature is below 65'F. A day with

an average temperature of 300 has 35 heating degree days, while one with an

average of 65'F or higher has none. This data is usually given in monthly and

yearly totals and is used to calculate the heating load of the building, since

fuel consumption for heating a building is linearly proportional to heating

degree days. The data is usually available from the local Chamber of

Commerce, or the values given on Table 4.8 may be used if more accurate

4nformation is not available locally. However, it must be remembered that
"1climate is never an average" [3], even though average monthly figures are

used in the heat load calculations for convenience.

Local microclimates can also vary considerably from the official data

published by the weather stations. Therefore, the data used in the

calculation procedure must be adjusted as much as possible for the expected

conditions at the building site; on the other hand, because of the large

variations that can occur from day to day, month to month and year to year,

average values can give a good overall idea of the expected performance of the

design under fairly normal conditions. Also, temperature and comfort are not

the same, since humidity levels and air movement as well as room surface

temperatures (due to radiant heat transfer) have a large influence on human

comfort and response to surrounding temperatures, as illustrated in Figure

3.1.

Besides heating degree day data, accurate solar insolation data is important

in the performance calculations for passive solar houses. Here again a number

of difficulties are present. Solar data is usually in the form of average

daily totals of solar radiation on a horizontal surface. However, for most

16



ROOM TEMPERATURE OF ROOM TEMERATUREV

0 75OF OUrsI:E UP'IR 5 0

TYPICAL HOUSE WITH CGNVEN.TI.NAL PASSIVE SOLAR ICUSE W!TH

FORCED-AIR HEATING SYSTEM ADEQUATE INTERIOR STORAGE MASS

Figure 3.1 Influence of Wall Temperature on Human Comfort

passive systems, the collector (window) orientation is usually vertical or sloped,

and the amount of radiation reaching the interior of the house depends on the type

and number of glazings, the ground reflectance, atmospheric conditions (sky clear-

ness, air pollution), cloud cover, and the sun's position in the sky (determined

seasonally by latitude and time of day). Even less information is available on

the sequence of clear and cloudy days and the percent sunshine actually received

by the collector. But even where average data is available, conditions on any

one day (or even monthly averages) can vary by ±30 percent or more.

Because of all these uncertainties, using averaged values in the design calcula-

tions will most likely not be a handicap in obtaining a good passive design which

will perform adequately during all but very extreme years, if care is taken to

get good heat distribution in the house, if climate-appropriate passive solar

heat gain methods are applied (combinations of systems have an advantage here

since they usually have different characteristics and peak performance during dif-

ferent times of the year) and especially if subsequently the house is built with

top-quality construction. This last point cannot be overemphasized. The graphs

and tabulated values for solar heat gain or radiation are given later in the report
where the data is needed to complete the worksheets of the design procedure. In

general, until more accurate information becomes available, the designer is advised

to make reasonable adjustments for local conditions (i.e. increased cloudiness nea,"

mountains, air pollution near factories, reflective surfaces in front of collectors,

etc.) when using the area-averaged data given in this manual. Estimates of these

adjustments can be made through comparison with data from locations with similar

conditions; after the designer has had some experience with passive systems design

and operation, these adjustments may be made "intuitively".

17



3.2 Din Objectives for the Pacific Northwest

A well-designed dnd we!l-built pa,- ive sular bui Iding performs ,!ie fui lowini 1

functions:

(1) It is a solar cullector (by using south-facing windows, walls, and

sk IighLs, and sometimes also the roof).

(2) It is a heat storehouse (by incorporating mass inside the building).

(3) It is a heat trap (through good construction and insulation,

including window night insulation).

These three have to be in a correctly-balanced relationship for tie particular

climatic conditions at the site. For locations in the 4500 heating degree day

range in the Pacific Northwest, the important design objectives are, in this

order:

1. Maximum insulation

2. Windbreaks and Rain Protection

3. Winter solar heat gain with one-day storage

4. Building aspect ratio* = 1.1 - 1.3

These objectives can be achieved by incorporating into the design these

features:

(a) Earth berming on W, N, E side

(b) Compact design by attaching a number of buildings in rows or clusters

(c) Compact plan for each building, 2 stories

(d) Buffer zones on N and W (or in direction of prevailing winter winds)

(e) Zoning of living and sleeping areas

(f) Protected entry (air lock)

(g) Double glazing on all windows

(h) SE, S and SW windows for solar gain combined with reflective ground

(i) No exterior chimneys, no sliding glass doors

*This means the E-W axis it longer than the N-S axis of the building, with the

N-S axis assigned a base value of 1.

18



()Evergreen plantings for windbreaks. (However, avoid shading south

walls even with deciduous trees; do not block prevailing summer

breezes, especially ir humid areas.)

(k) Masonry firewalls in apartment-type buildings used as passive heat

storage.

In addition, specific locations have some special requirements.

Seattle/Portland: Sheltered south-facing lots with wind protection are prefer-

red. Dark colors can be used for roofs, exterior walls and interior heat

storage walls. North window areas should be minimized; all windows must have

good night insulation.

Northern California: No storage mass is needed in areas with frequent winter

fogs, and lighter (medium) colors are recommended where summers are warmer,

especially inland.

In general, glazing (even south-facing solar glazing) must be present in only

moderate amounts, since periods of several weeks without sunshine can occur in

these coastal locations in the winter; a large amount of glazing would be

responsible for considerable heat losses and consequently a high auxiliary

heating load.

19



3.3 P,'eliminary Oesigi Oaa

Belo-o definite sketches and calculations can be made, the desigrer will ;ieed

to assemble a variety of information on the planned building's location and

use. Worksheets 1A, 1B and IC have been provided for, this parpose. The

overall objective of the designer shouid be to produce a house that is both

enerqy-efficient and livable (that. is, it will be comfortable and meet the

needs of the people living in it). Therefore, a family that is rarely home

during working hours but does a lot of entertaining at night will need a

different room layout than a family with preschool chilcren who will benefit

from sunny living spaces. In passive design, it is possible to build/design

into the home a large degree of automatic/natu-al temperature control by

careful placement and sizing of rooms (with proper zoning and buffer spaces),

storage mass, heat-gaining and ventilating windows and shading devices, and in

the selection of the most appropriate passive solar mechanisms. Such a building

will be able to maintain reasonable comfort even during power failures or

periods of fuel shortages.

Worksheet 1A asks for basic design information. This information defines the

limits and restrictions on the building that will have to be carefully incor-

porated into the design. For example, if both access and best view are to the

west or north, the entry will have to be provided with shelter, and the larger

window size (for the view) will need to be compensated for with increased

insulation. Space is also provided for listing the special needs and wishes

of the people who will live in the house; it is important to consider these in

the design as much as possible within the building's construction budget.

People will not be happy in a solar house if annoyed daily by a poor circulation

pattern, insufficient storage areas, etc., even if passive heating (and cooling)

are functioning well. If the house is to be built for sale. the focus can be

on a specific group in the housing market, i.e. young families, professional

people or older couples, and the design is made with their special needs in

mind. These special features can then be used to make the solar home attractive

to this group of buyers even outside its solar features.

Worksheet lB is used for sketching a space relationship diagram for the planned

dwelling. Figure 3.2 illustrates different possibilities, depending on the

requirements of the people and the lot constraints (access, size, shading,

20



WORKSHEET 1A

DESIGN INFORMATION

1. Location of building: ________Altitude: ____________

2. Building type (one or two story, split-level, etc.): _________

3. Roof shape: ________________________________

4. Lot size: ___________Special features: _____________

5. Lot orientation (in which direction will the house face the street?):

6. Building setbacks (check with local codes):_______________

7. Zoning restrictions and covenants: ___________________

8. Lot access: ________________________________

9. Utility access:___________________ ________

10. Lot slope, water runoff (erosion?), berming:______________

R1. Predominant direction of winter wind: ____Velocity: ___mph average

12. Predominant direction of summer breeze: ___Velocity: ___mph average

13. Direction of best view:____________ ____________

14. Direction of worst view: _______________________

15. Shading from neighboring houses, trees, etc.:______________

16. Approximate floor area: _________Heated basement? _______

17. Number of occupants: __________________________

18. Number of bedrooms, baths: ______________________

19. Other living spaces wanted: _____________________

0. Life style of occupants and special needs (i.e. play area for children,
space for entertaining, hobbies; space used during day, evening; special
storage requirements; handicaps): _____________ _____

1. Preferred patio location, other outdoor recreation areas:____ ___

22. Occupants like the following features: _______________

23. Occupants dislike the following features: _______________

21



WORKSHEET 1B

SPACE RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM

Floor area: sq. ft.

Sketch the location of the main entry and the living, cook-

ing, eating and sleeping areas; then miark the major wind

directions and use baths, utility, storage areas and garage

as buffer zones against winter winds and summer heat. In-

dicate the zoninq barrier (U U r) and tentatively mark the

location of auxiliary heat sources (3$-). Aveas thus marked

will need to be designed so that they can be completely closed

off fromn the remaining sections of the house during periods

when auxiliary heating is necessary. Finally, show the

direction(s) of the best view (and, optionally, undesirable

views which will need to be screened).

22
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view, etc.), Even though the three designs shown in the eAample can be used

in similar climatic zones (4500 heating degree days), different design con-

ditions resultea in very different space relation hips.

A study of the space relationship diagram will give some indication of the

passiv.e solar mechanisms that (an be employed. If living areas are to the

north, a steeply sloped skylight or clerestory windows for direct gain can

best be used; if no view is present, if privacy is desired or a bad view must

be concealed, Trombe walls can be chosen for the south wall (or a solar green-

house with translucent glazing). The choice depends on the people's life

style -- if they have no time or inclination for gardening, the Trombe walls

would be a better solution. If not much sunny south wall is available, a

steeply sloping solar roof, sloped skylights or clearstory windows to the

south may be the answer. If heat is not needed until early evening, unvented

(to the interior) Trombe walls would serve well; for heat early in the day,

direct gain should be selected instead. If there are no restrictions or

preferences, it is best to begin the preliminary design with direct gain to

the important living spaces only and make modifications after some preliminary

calculation results have been obtained. Direct gain is the most efficient

solar heat gain mechanism for very cold climates.

Worksheet IC will provide additional information and a checklist for energy-

conservation measures that can/should be incorporated into the design and

building specifications.

24
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WORKSHEET IC

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND CHECKLIST FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION

Building orientation is within 200 E or W of South.

Major axis runs east-west.

Windbreaks are provided against winter and spring storms.

Windows are of double or triple-glazed wood-frame (or equivalent)

casement, single- or double-hung type?

Window areas to the north, east and west are minimized.

Windows allow sufficient natural summer ventilation.

Windows are insulated at night by (insulated drapes, shades,
interior or exterior shutters):

Passive solar mechanisms included in the design are:

Storage mass is located at:

Are fans used for heat distribution: Where?

Is there a solar greenhouse?

Are there well-lighted spaces in the house for plants?

Other sources of winter humidity in the house are (interior
venting of clothes dryer, interior clothesline, etc):

Is the main entry an air lock? Do other entries have air
locks or storm doors?

Can heated living areas be closed-off from sleeping areas?

What type backup heater is planned?

Will a solar water heater be used? _ What type?

Solar tank location, size:

Collector location: Type: Area ne.?ded:

Heat exchanger(s):

Collector slope (approximately equal to latitude +100 is best):

Backup water heater, type, size, fuel:

Energy-efficient applicances to be used are:

Fluorescent lights are to be used in:

Fireplace has chimney on interior wall and is equipped with
fresh-air duct and damper and glass screen.

Wood burner or stove: Output: Btu/hr
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At this poin_, the first sketches of the design (including the passive solar

neating method(s)) should be made because dimensions are needed or the design

cal cu atin that f olIow. A convenient scale to use s I" 10'. A floor

plan may be sufficient. for a simple design if window sizes are listed

separately; otherwise, a sketch of the elevations should be included. From

this sketch, Worksheet 10 (Building Dimensions) can then be completed.

A word of caution must be added at this point; du not expect to be able to

design the perfect passive solar house -- this is impossible for at least

three reasons: daily and yearly variations in the weather/climate, the living

habits of people, and cost-effectivenesb. It is, however, not too ditficult

to achieve a good design if the design is kept somewhat flexible, and if

compromises are made reasonably and carefully between climatic conditions,

people requirements and cost. As people live in the house, it may be

necessary to "fine-tune" the design during or after the first year of

operation.* This should not be considered to be a flaw in the design but

rather a sign of flexibility. For instance, roof overhangs in moderate and

warmer climates only may be either too long for cool springs and just right

for the fall, or right in the spring and insufficient during the fall. The

inhabitants will be most comfortable if they are left with some control over

or method of adjustment in the amount of shading or, conversely, in the amount

of solar heat getting into the house. Windows with different angles (vertical

or sloped) receive the maximum monthly solar radiation at different times of

the year; if a combination of such windows is used (some of them operable)

paired with good insulating shutters, this would allow for greater flexibility

in comfort control and thus would be a desirable feature. In general,

different ccmbinations of passive solar heat gain mechanisms where warranted

by the climate should be considered not only from the architectural standpoint

(and cost), but also for the added measure of control possibilities that would

be provided to the overall design. Another point to consider is that daily

owner involvement in operating the movable window night insulation in winter

and shading controls in the summer must be kept within reasonable bounds.

*In very cold climates which only have a moderate amount of direct gain solar
heating, an "Operations Manual" for the people living in the house is
especially recommended, since correct operation of the system is essential for
comfort and energy conservation.

26
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WORKSHEET 1D

BUILDING DIMENSIONS
(for Worksheet 2)

Orientation/ Gross Wall Window Door Net Wall Perimeter
Type Area, ft2  Area, ft2  Area, ft2  ft

U[ )+( )]=( ( )

Total NW

Total N

Total NE

Total E

Total SE

Total W

Total SW

Total S

Total Trombe

Total Air Lock

Total U H A

Roof Gross Roof Area Skylights Net Roof Area

( ) - ( )=( )
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Thus, if the budget allows, some automatic or semi-automatic controls are
preferable, such as the "Skylid" window shutter, the insulated, motorized

"Thermal Gate" quilted curtain, or, in very cold climates the "Bead Wall"

window insulation. Climate control of course also includes the proper choice

and location of backup heater(s).

A more detailed discussion of backup heating (ano of other design factors,

such as solar water heating, lot selection, storage alternates) is given in

Reference [4].

AV
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4. CALCULATION OF BUILDING HEAT LOSS

How well will the planned building perform as a heat trap? Building heat loss

occurs in two ways: by conduction through the building envelope (or skin) and
by infiltration of cold air. The total building heat loss is the sum of these

two losses. Reducing heat loss (or in other words, the heating load) is the

first objective in passive solar design, because insulation is more cost-

effective than using large amounts of glazing and storage mass.

4.1 Calculation of Building Skin Conductance

The primary design goal in the Pacific Northwest is prevention of heat loss by

large amounts of insulation and only a moderate amount of glazing. Exterior

wall insulation (as a rule of thumb) would be about 2 that of the roof, basement

below grade insulation that of the wall above grade, and basement floor

insulation 3 that of below-grade basement walls. Reference [5] gives an

interesting discussion on the cost-effectiveness of insulation.

For these calculations, two sets of input information are needed to complete

Worksheet 2: the area of the exterior surfaces and their U-value. Table 4.2

lists U-Values for typical construction, or ASHRAE values and methods may be

used [6]. Table 4.3 lists R-factors for a number of building and insulation

materials, Table 4.4 the R-factors for air layers and air spaces.

For each surface except the floor or basement, multiply the area with its

U-value. Where there are large unheated air lock spaces, such as entry or

garage, consider the wall between the air lock and the heated rooms as the

* building's skin. But because the temperature difference between the two sides

of the wall is not as large as for an exterior wall, multiply the product of

its U-value and surface area by two-thirds (if the doors will be kept shut

* except when needed for entry or exit).

The heat loss through the floor depends on the type of foundation, used.

29



(a) Slab-on-Grade Construction

Calculate the product of F x P, where the value of F is obtainea from

Table 4.1 and P is the length of the ,lab edge (building pe'imeter).

(b) Crawlspace Under Joist Flours (No Vents)

Calculate the product of Ahc , where

h = 0.12 (no it)ulation)
h = 0.05 (R-11 insulation)
h = 0.03 (R-19 insulation)
and A is the heated gross floor area.* Figure 4.1 can be used to find

interpolated values.

(c) Heated Basement

Walls down to 4 ft below grade are treated like exterior walls, where heat

loss equals U x A. Heat loss for walls lower than 4 ft below grade and in

contact with firm soil is determined by calculating the product h bA. The

value of hb depends on the R-value of the insulation and can be taken from

Figure 4.1. The heat loss through the floor is about half that of the

below-grade walls for the same amount of insulation.

(d) Unheated Basement

Assume a similar heat loss pattern as for crawlspace. Good floor insulation

is important between the heated living space and the unheated basement.

Table 4.5 gives a list of night insulation R-factors for single, double, and triple-

glazed windows to achieve a given (assumed) average U-value for the window over a

24-hour day. If the window insulation will not be used for the full 14 hours (5 p.m.

to 7 a.m. for example), then the R-factor of the window insulation milst be increased

above that given in Table 4.5. However, in most cases in these cold, northern

climates, the operations manual will recommend that the window insutation be in

place at all times except during daylight hours (and possibly always on the N when

natural lighting is not needed, especially in unoccupied rooms; thus ti,,s would

compensate for those times when the night insulation is inadvertently left off

the windows/Trombe walls.

Finally, on Worksheet 2, last column, determine the percentage contribution for

the total losses of walls, windows and doors, roof, and floor.

*Gross floor area is measured from the outside of exterior wall studs (for

frame walls) or exterior of masonry walls.
30



WORKSHEET 2

CALCULATION OF BUILDING SKIN CONDUCTANCE

Net Area U-value U x Area of
Surface Type ft 2  Btu/hr-OF-ft 2  Btu/hr-*F* Total

North exterior wall ____X _______

East exterior wall X _______

West exterior wall ____X

South exterior wall X
South Trombe wall X ___

Air lock walls x ___

Total Wall Heat Loss

Doors: Entry ____X __

Patio ____X ________

Other ____X __

North windows X
East windows ____X __

West windows ____X _______

South windows ____X _______

Clerestory windows ____X __

Sloped skylights ____X

Horizontal skylights ____X __

Total Door/Window Heat Loss_

Roof ____X

Floor* X ___-__

Total Building Skin Conductance
(add boxed-in values) ____100.

*The values here may be rounded off to whole numbers, as extreme accuracy is
not needed.

*Crawlspace = Ah c(see Figure 4.1)

Slab = F x P (see Table 4.1)

Heated basement =UA wall above grade +h b Awall below grade + hc Afloor

31



F1

0.12

0.11 - hf = basement* floor loss coefficient
"c hb = basement* wall heat loss coefficient

.10 .-. ,_ hc = crawlspace floor heat loss coefficient

4- 0 *4 feet or more below grade
L.

-.. 0.08

Z 0.07 _
4-

• I I"o 0.06 -

o, 'h I \I I

Ub,

0.05

4- 0.03 4 -'-l _ . _% f T -I

o-o _ . . . . .. .. .

0.02 F-I- - 1 - r- T -1 -1-

4 6i 1 1. I

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 21

R-Factor of Insulation

Figure 4.1 Heat Loss Coefficients for Basement and Crawlspace
Heat Loss Calculations.
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TABLE 4.1

Heat Loss Factors for Concrete Floor Slabs
at Grade Level per Foot of Slab Edge

Degree-Days, Depth of F, Btu/hr-F oer ft Perimeter
Zone Insulation R-12 R-10 R-8 R-0 R-5 R-2.5

A, 2500 (4-6 in. 0.14 0.19 0.26 0.41 0.55 1.04

B, 3500 12 in. 0.13 0.18 0.25 0.39 0.52 1.00

C, 4500 J 18 in. 0.12 0.17 0.24 0.37 0.49 0.95

5500

D { 6500 24 in. 0.10 0.15 0.22 0.34 0.45 0.90
7500

0.8 I I I I

I , I I

0.6 1-- -L- - F--A I

\\IV' I i I I I ii

0.5 6-7 18 9 10 11 1

0.3 - - - -- - - -'- - - _L _.

0.2 -- - - -- - - - - -... L . -

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
R-Factor of Edge Insulation

EXAMPLE: The slab heat loss for a home with a 140 ft perimeter in Zone 0 would be,
using 3 inches of rigid polystyrene with an R-value of 3.85 per inch: (3 inches)
x (3.85) - R - 11.5 which would give an F-value of about 0.11; thus the heat loss
is 140(0.11) - 15 Btu/hr-OF. Instead, 24 in. wide and 2 in. thick polyu-ethane

with an R-value of 5.88 per inch could have been used to get about the same heat
loss. The values in Table 4.1 can be interpolated for the R-factor of the insulating

material used.
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TABLE 4.2
U-Values for Typical Building Construction
(for Passive Solar Houses), Btu/hr-ft--F 0

Single glass (801. of wirdow area), wuacd Ssh

4in. solid concrete

0.8

80% double glass, 1/4 in. air Space, metal sasn

.07 JDouble-walled plastic bubble1301. double glass, 1/12 in. air~ space, metal sash

6 4n. solid concrete

Fixed double glass. 1/4 In. air space

80% double glass. 1/4 in. Air space, wood sash

0.6

Fixed double glass, 1/2 in. air space$80. double glass, 112 in. -ir space, wood sash,

Double 'qlasn. 1 in. air space, aluminumn sash wit, thern'al !)reak

12 in. solid concrete

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

1-3/1 in. steel loor withl icild oolystyrene core

- 80t triple glass, metal sash

- 3 in. co-imon brick

- -riple glass. fixed

- 80t !riple alass, wood sosh

1-1/2 in. solid wood loor with metal stogr door

12 in. common brick

i-I12 in. solid wood door with 5C. glass/wood storm door

I in. adobe, 3/4 in. stucco wall (light color)

10 in. adobe, 3/4 in stucco wall mediur color)
Double-glazed uninsulated -rombe vall

3.2 -

Double-alazed #ater wall with niint insulation

3jouble nlazewith wel1-setti,g ther-al shutters ',deviending on
-- value and installat'on)

120 in. adobe. 31/4 in. stucco wall

I ouble glazed 7rombe wall with night insu;ation

0.10 -- -

Stucco wall, 2 X 4's with R-11 insulation, 1/2 in. gypsum board

43od siding, 2 x 4's with R-11 insulation, 1/2 in. gypsum board

124 in. adobe, 3/4 in. stucco wal1, I in. foam (R-9) on exterior
4 in. common brick veneer, R-15 insulation. 112 in. gypsum coard

Wood siding, 2 x 6's with 11-18 insulation, 1/2 in gyPSum board
0.05 jO in. 3dobe, 3/4 in. stucco wall. foam (R-18) on exterior

S.ood siding or brick, R-4 board, 2 x 6's with P-19 insulation.
Roof with R-19 insulation

0.04

Double wall of 2 x 4's (offset. 24 in. ).C.) with air gap, R-22 insulation

24 in. adobe, 3/4 in. stucco wall. 2 in. foamn (R-Z1, on exterior

0.03

I Roof with R-39 insulation (depends on dock layers, releIctive

0.02 Isurfaces, additional air spaces)

--40 walls

O.O 0-80 roof
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TABLE 4-4

R-VALUES OF AIR FILMS AND AIR SPACES

(from Ref. [61)

R-value for Air Film On:

Type and Direction Non- Fairly Highly
Orientation of reflective reflective reflective
of Air Film Heat Flow surface surface surface

Still air:
Horizontal up 0.61 1.10 1.32
Horizontal down 0.92 2.70 4.55
450 slope up 0.62 1.14 1.37
450 slope down 0.76 1.67 2.22

Vertical across 0.68 1.35 1.70

Moving Air:
15 mph wind any* 0.17
7 mph wind anyt 0.25

R-value for Air Space Facirg:t

Orientation Direction Non- Fairly Highly
& Thickness of reflective reflective reflective
of Air Space Heat Flow surface surface surface

Horizontal 1/4" up* 0.87 1.71 2.23
4" 0.94 1.99 2.73
3/4" upt 0.76 1.63 2.26

4" 0.80 1.87 2.75
3/4" down* 1.02 2.39 3.55

1-1/2" 1.14 3.21 5.74
4" 1.23 4.02 8.94
3/4" downt 0.84 2.08 3.25

1-1/2" 0.93 2.76 5.24
4" 0.99 3.38 8.03

450 slope 3/4" up* 0.94 2.02 2.78

4" 0.96 2.13 3.00
3/4" upI 0.81 1.90 2.81
4" 0.82 1.98 3.00
3/4" down* 1.02 2.40 3.57
4" 1.08 2.75 4.41
3/4" downt 0.84 2.09 3.34
4" 0.90 2.50 4.36

Vertical 3/4" across* 1.01 2.36 3.48
4" 1.01 2.34 3.45
3/4" acrosst 0.84 2.10 3.28
4" 0.91 2.16 3.44

tOne side of the air space is a non-reflective surface.
*Winter conditions. 38

tSummer conditions.
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TABLE 4.5

Average Window U-Values (24 Hours) and
Corresponding R-Factor of Night Insulation (14 Hours)

for Single, Double and Triple Glazing

24-Hour Average R-Factor of Night Insulation

U-Value Used Used 14 Hours (incl. Air Space)

in Heat Loss

Calculations Single Glazing Double Glazing Triple Glazing

0.56 1.4
0.52 1.6
0.50 1.7
0.46 2.0 0.4
0.45 2.1 0.5
0.44 2.2 0.6
0.43 2.3 0.7
0.42 2.4 0.8
0.41 2.5 0.9
0.40 2.6 1.0
0.395 2.65 1.05
0.39 2.7 1.1
0.38 2.85 1.2
0.37 3.0 1.35
0.36 3.1 1.5
0.35 3.2 1.6
0.34 3.35 1.75
0.33 3.5 1.9
0.30 4.0 2.15
0.29 4.25 2.4 1.0
0.28 4.5 2.8
0.27 4.75 3.0
0.26 5.0 3.25
0.25 5.2 3.5 2.0
0.24 5.4 3.75
0.23 5.7 4.0
0.22 6.0 4.5 3.0
0.21 6.4 5.0
0.20 6.9 5.5
0.19 4.0
0.17 5.0
0.16 6.0
0.15 8.2
0.14 7.0
0.13 8.0
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TABLE 4.6

Recommended Ranges for Surface Heat Losses iii Direct Gain

Passive Solar Houses (in Percent)

Surface One-Story House Two-Story House~

Exterior Walls 20-25% 25-30%

Windows and Doors 45-50% 50-55%

Roof 10-15% 5-10%

Slab/Floor 15-20% 10-15%

If the distribution of the building skin conductance for a direct-gain building

falls quite a bit outside the percentage ranges indicated in Table 4.6, the

design and building specifications should be reconsidered. Can window and door

openings on the east, north and west sides of the house be reduced without

reducing summer ventilation or natural lighting and still comply with local

building code requirements? Can the building shape be made more compact (the

less wall area, the less heat is lost)? Can wall, roof, slab edge insulation

be increased? Can window glass, shutter or curtain U-value be improved?

If the design includes a Trombe wall or greenhouse, the calculated values will

not fit exactly into the ranges given in Table 4.6; wall losses for the walls

will be higher and for windows lower for Trombe wall designs, with the opposite

being true for exposed greenhouse applications. Heat loss calculations following

the method here take the loss of the Trombe wall into account in finding the

building skin conductance and thermal load; some other methods, such as those

developed by Balcomb [7] do not. In retrofit projects, it may not be possible

to bring the building's heat losses within the recommended range without a very

great expenditure of money, time and trouble. For apartment houses, heat loss

depends on the location of each unit, with the ground floor apartments at each

end having generally the highest losses, followed by the end apartments on the

top floor; interior units have the smallest losses. Heating requirements among

these units can be equalized somewhat by choosing much better window night

insulation for the more exposed apartments.
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4.2 Calculation of Infiltration Load and Modified Building Heat

Loss Coefficient CB

Worksheet 3 is used to calculate the infiltration load and the modified building

heat loss coefficient. Volume is the gross floor area of the heated space

times the average ceiling height. The heat capacity of air depends on altitude

and is

Cp (sea level) = 0.018 Btu/ft 3-0 F Cp (5000 ft) = 0.015 Btu/ft3-0 F
Cp (1000 ft) = 0.0175 Btu/ft3-°F Cp (6000 ft) = 0.0145 Btu/ft3-OF
Cp (2000 ft) = 0.0165 Btu/ft 3-0 F Cp (7000 ft) = 0.014 Btu/ft3-OF

C (3000 ft) = 0.016 Btu/ft 3 -°F C (8000 ft) = 0.0135 Btu/ft 3-°FP p
C (4000 ft) = 0.155 Btu/ft3 -0 F C (9000 ft) = 0.013 Btu/ft3-FPP

The infiltration load is the heat needed to warm the cold air seeping into the

building through even the tiniest cracks, such as around windows, doors, and

where two different building materials meet, as for example between slab and

framing.

The air change per hour (ACH) is a very important parameter; unfortunately, it

can only be roughly estimated. A well-built solar house with very tight

windows, caulking, weatherstripping, storm doors, air lock spaces, enclosed

fireplace, few vents, some berming and landscaping with wind breaks, etc., can

be assumed to have from 0.3 to 0.6 ACH, depending on the amount of insulation

and quality of construction. If construction cannot be closely supervised, if

the house is located in a very exposed area, if the occupants are heavy smokers,

and if air locks have been omitted because of cost-cutting, then it is safer

to assume a minimum of 3/4 ACH or more. A well-built conventional house is

assumed to have an ACH = 1. An older home with sliding windows could have an

ACH of 1-1/2 or more. To reduce infiltration, careful attention must be paid

to areas where cold air can enter, i.e. electrical outlets and piping in

exterior walls, and skylights and vents through the roof. Fi,'eplaces should

be equipped with glass screens and a fresh-air duct witti damper, or air-tight

stoves should be used instead.
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WORKSHEET 3

CALCULATION OF INFILTRATION LOAD AND

MODIFIED BUILDING HEAT LOSS COEFFICIENT CB

Infiltration Load = Volume x Cp x ACH ACH Air Change/Hour

=( )x( )x( )

- __ Btu/hr-OF

Modified Building Heat Loss Coefficient, CB

= Building Skin Infiltration1
Conductance* + Load

= 24[( ) + ( )]:24 )

_ _ _Btu/D.D.

Gross Heated Floor Area of Building : ft2

CBA=( 

- Btu/ft2-D.D. D.D. = Degree Days*

* From Worksheet 2

**"Degree Days" is an indication of the "coldness" of the climate for

heating calculations; the degree-day value for a particular day is

the difference between the average daily outdoor temperature and
65°F; the data is usually given in monthly and yearly totals.

Averaged degree-day data for New Mexico is listed in Table 1-1.
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TABLE 4.7

Recommended Design Heat Loss Range for Passive Solar Houses

Heating Degree Day Range C B/A (Btu/ft 2 _D.D.)

2000 - 4000 4.5 - 6.5

4000 - 6000 3.5 - 5.5

6000 - 8000 2.5 - 4.5

Above 8000 1.5 - 3

Table 4.7 is given as a checkpoint of the thermal performance of the design,

to show how well the house will perform as a thermal storehouse. It has been

compiled from published data on a number of passive direct gain solar houses

that use only wood stoves as backup heaters. The calculated C B/A should fall

within the indicated range for passive solar homes that expect to gain over 80

percent of their heat load by solar. Values toward the lower limit within a

given range of Table 4.7 should be achieved by larger houses and for locations

towards the upper degree day limit within the zone. Houses with extensive

uninsulated Trombe walls will have values somewhat exceeding these numbers.

Note that houses with construction and insulation yielding these values will

exceed FHA and TEA (1975) standards [8] by a factor of at least 2. The

proposed BEPS standards, for some regions in the U.S., are even less strict

than present FHA standards; as written, they do not encourage the use of

passive solar. It is of course possible to do even better than these

guidelines (Table 4.7); the building in this case would be extremely

well-built and insulated for the particular winter climate; one should,

however, investigate the cost-effectiveness and the building's surmer

performance (i.e. are enough openings left for efficient natural

ventilation?). If the calculated C B/A is higher than the indicated range, the

building specifications (U-values, dimensions/shape) should be reviewed in

terms of the design objectives. If no changes are desired at this point, the

designer should proceed with the calculations; later the choice can be made to

either increase solar collection if possible or decrease heat loss depending

on which is more practical and economical. For massive adobe construction,

the "effective U-values" as developed by the University of New Mexico [9] may

be used in these calculations for the walls only, not for the windows. Retro-

fits may have difficulty achieving such small heat loss factors without a large
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investment in added insulation. The cost-c-ffectiveness of each case should be

evaluated individually. The solution will most likely be a compromise between

a somewhat higher heat loss at lower cost. Also, retrofits are usually

equipped with a full-size backup, thus a larger heat loss is not as critical

here as for a new passive design with just a small backup.

For the purposes of this design procedure (under this Navy contract), Table

4.8 lists heating degree days for some representative locations. More

accurate local information may be available from local Chambers of Commerce.

Yearly and even monthly totals can vary tremendously from one year to the

next, thus using area-averaged values should be adequate to get an overall

indication of the performance of the design during all but very extreme

conditions. Reference [13] also lists heating degree data for many U.S.

locations.

TABLE 4.8

Heating Degree Days for Pacific Northwest Locations

(Source: Ref. [10])

Location Total A S 0 N 0 J F M A M J J

Tatoosh Island, Washington

H.D.D. = 5700 280 300 410 530 640 710 610 650 520 430 330 290

Seattle/Tacoma & Bremerton, Washington

H.D.D. = 5100 50 150 390 630 750 830 680 660 460 300 150 50

Astoria, Oregon

H.D.D. = 5200 130 210 380 560 680 750 620 640 480 360 230 150

Portland & Salem, Oregon

H.D.D. = 4700 30 110 340 600 730 820 650 600 400 260 130 30

Eureka, California

H.D.D. = 4700 260 260 330 420 500 550 480 510 440 380 290 280
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4.3 Caculation o uildigNe Heating Load Profile

In this step, the modified building heat loss coefficient GB (from Worksheet

3) is used with the heating degree day information in Table 4.8 to find the

thermal load of the building. In Worksheet 4, the estimated internal heat

source contribution must also be listed in order to obtain the net thermal

load; approximate values are given in Table 4.9. In conventional houses, the

heat from the internal sources is used to raise the temperature from the 650

base (used in the number of heating degree days) to a more comfortable 68 to

70OF and is thus not separately taken into account. In well-insulated passive

solar homes internal heat sources are important in reducing the thermal load

and must thus be taken into account. Many passive homes with sufficient

storage are quite comfortable at 65'F. The monthly heating degree days are

multiplied with the value of G B to get the gross thermal load in million

Btu/month (or MBtu/month). The internal heat contribution by people, lights

and appliances is then subtracted to get the net thermal load of the building,

that is the heat needed to be supplied by other sources such as solar and the

backup heater.

Table 4.9
Contribution of Internal Heat Sources

300,000 Btu/month per adult per 24-hour occupancy

1,000,000 Btu/month for kitchen appliances and lights (2000 ft 2 house)

200,000 Btu/month for washer/dryer if located in heated area

100,000 Btu/month for water heater if located in heated area

asupin4uha nitainaentta cuae(n eedo h

The figures for internal heat contribution are rough estimates; they can be
calculated more accurately using ASH-RAE methods [6]; however, since other

occupants' living pattern), extreme accuracy is not needed. If an outdoor

clothesline will be used frequently in the winter, this will reduce heat gain

by 100,000 Btu/month. For a very small house (or a small family) the figures

for lights, applicances and water heater should be reduced; also use smaller

values if the family is a very energy-conscious and careful user of energy.

In estimating the internal heat contribution, caution is advised when there is

any doubt about the future energy consumption pattern of the occupants.
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WORKSHEET 4

CALCULATION OF BUILDING THERMAL LOAD PROFILE

Modified Building Heat Loss Coefficient CB from Worksheet 3 Btu/D.D.

Degree Gross Internal Net
Days x Thermal Heat Thermal
per CB  Load, Sources, Load,

Month Month MBtu/month MBtu/month MBtu/month

Aug. x C B  = _

Sept. x CS =

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

MBtu - Million Btu
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5. CALCULATION OF SOLAR HEAT GAIN AND AUXILIARY LOAD

How well will the designed building perform as a solar collector? To

calculate the solar heating contribution, data on average monthly solar heat
gain through south-facing glazing or solar radiation on the collector surface

is needed. These are provided in Figures 5.2 to 5.4. Data for these figures
have been assembled from a number of sources, i.e. References [10, 11, 12]. A

judgment has to be made by the designer on the basis of local conditions in

adjusting the average values more accurately up or down. Worksheet 5 must be

completed for each solar heating mechanism present in the design.

5.1 Effectiveness Factor and Solar Data

To complete Worksheet 5, the net effective collector area must be determined.

This is a combination of frame shading, type and number of glazings and the

solar heat gain mechanism efficiency and can be calculated by using the factors

listed in Table 5.1. The gross collector area (usually taken from the overall

dimensions of the window) is multiplied by a frame shading factor (0.95 for the

narrow sashes of fixed windows, 0.8 or less for wider wood sashes and windows

with many small panes). It is assumed that window screens are removed and glaz-

ing is cleaned in the winter to allow maximum heat gain. The window (or col-

lector) area is then additionally multiplied by the "effectiveness" factor,
depending on the glazing and collecting method used, and the resulting number

is listed on the top of Worksheet 5. The purpose of the "effectiveness" factor

is to provide an adjustment for the efficiencies and operational characteristics

of the various passive solar heat gain mechanisms, so that a single solar

estimator curve can be used for the combined heat gain. The values for

Trombe walls have been checked against Balcomb's work [7], those for direct

gain and solar roofs against actual operating experience. The value for

sunspace (a feature of more complex designs) and for roof ponds are

estimates and need verification. At present, these factors can be used

with a good degree of reliability in climates which have over 60 percent

or more monthly possible sunshine (Figure 5.1). For ci-mates that have

considerably more cloudy days in winter, and are thus designed with less

storage capability, it is recommended that the effectiveness factor be
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Figure 5.1 Mean Percent Sunshine Possible in Pacific Northwest Locations

(averaged from data in Reference [13]).

multiplied by an additional 0.90 to account for the reduced efficiency of the

storage. However, using excessive amounts of storage is not advisable, because

this would then reduce the efficiency of the auxiliary heating system.

Additional studies will need to be made to obtain more accurate estimates of

performance.

If the design incorporates an exposed greenhouse, a series of separate

calculations for the greenhouse alone should be made, using Worksheets 1

through 5. The monthly heat loss of the greenhouse is subtracted from the

monthly solar heat absorbed and multiplied by a factor of 0.8 if the heat

~ dstribution is easily made with large openings (windows, vents with fans,
etc.). If the heat distribution is more indirect, (i.e. storage wall only) .

the heat gain must be reduced by a factor of 0.5 for each month. (These !

I I

factors are only estimates and will need to be checked against operational
data; however, they do represent a reasonable adjustment for the reduced
efficiency; the resulting overall auxiliary load figures should be within the
accuracy of the other input data and operating conditions, considering the
large possible yearly and daily variation in the weather.) Worksheet 5A can
be used to compute the adjusted net solar greenhouse heat gain. f
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Roof overhangs in northern climates where heating is required far into the
spring are not recommended. The effect of a roof overhang can be calculated
with the tables given in the following section. If the home will have an
off-south (skew) orientation, solar heat gain will also be reduced, as indicated

in Section 5.3. In cold climates, it is strongly recommended to face the
building as nearly true south as possible.

TABLE 5.1

Effectiveness Factors

(to adjust heat gain from different solar mechanism to
the application of a single estimator curve)

Multiply the gross window collector area by a frame shading factor of 0.80

to 0.95 depending on construction (for solar roofs and roof ponds, use the
unshaded (projected) horizontal roof area instead) and by one of the fol-
lowing:

0.85 for double-glazed direct-gain windows with regular glass

0.90 for double-glazed direct-gain windows with low-iron glass

1.00 for single-glazed direct-gain windows with regular glass

1.05 for single-glazed direct-gain windows with low-iron glass

0.70 for double-glazed vented uninsulated Trombe walls*

0.65 for double-glazed unvented uninsulated Trombe walls

0.80 for double-glazed vented Trombe walls with R-9 night insulation*

0.75 for double-glazed unvented Trombe walls with R-9 night insulation
1.05 for double-glazed water walls with R-9 night insulation*

1.10 for single-glazed water walls with R-9 night insulation*

0.50 for well-insulated roof ponds

0.075 for dark-colored shingle or metal solar roofs

0.04 for medium-colored built-up solar roofs

*With optimum wall thickness of 10 to 16 inches and thermal storage

of about 0.45 Btu/°F-ft2 [7]
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WORKSHEET 5

CALCULATION OF SOLAR HEATING CONTRIBUTION

Mechanism:

Net Effective Collector Area: ft2 = Aeff

Aeff = Agro s s x (Frame Shading) x (Effectiveness, Table 5.1)

Adjustment Factors

Off South
Solar Heat Gain Roof Overhang Orientation: Solar Heat

from Figs. 5.2 - 5.4 from % Reduction Absorbed in
Btu/Month-ft2 x 103  Worksheet 5B from Sec. 5.3 MBtu/month

Month (1) (2) (3) Aeff x (1) x (2) x (3)

Aug.

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.
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WORKSHEET 5A

ADJUSTED NET SOLAR GREENHOUSE HEAT GAIN

Solar Heat Monthly Heat Net Heat Adjusted
Gain Absorbed Loss (Net Gain - Net Solar

Month (from Worksheet 5 Thermal Load) MBtu/ironth Greenhouse
of Greenhouse from Worksheet 4* Heat Gain
Calculations) MBtu/month x Adjustment Factor( )_ _ _ _

Aug. =

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May L

Jun.

Jul.

L4
*For greenhouse heat loss to the outside only.
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5.2 Calculations and Adjustments for Roof Overhang

In case a roof overhang is used on the south side to give summer shading, the
vertical length of the shadow cast in relation to the length of the horizontal
roof projection is given in Table 5.2 for the Pacific Northwest.

Once the overhang dimension has been tentatively decided on, it will have to
be checked for winter shading by using Worksheet 58. Table 5.3 lists the
vertical length of the shadow cast per foot of roof overhang projection. When
multiplied by the size of the overhang, the length of the shadow cast at noon
is obtained and entered in Column (I). For example, at 480 N latitude, a 4 ft
overhang would cast a 7.6 ft shadow in May. This illustrates how important it
is to keep overhangs to a minimum in cool climates where solar heating is
required into the late spring. Spring shading on south-facing vertical surfaces
from a roof overhang can reduce heat gain to such an extent that more auxiliary
heat will be required than in mid-winter.

In northern latitudes, summer shading where necessary can be done more effec-
tively and economically with shutters or deciduous vegetation than with a
large roof overhang. If an overhang is used, shading of the window should be
checked for each heating month by calculating the shadow length. If much
shading occurs, the solar heat gain from Figure 5.2 used on Worksheet 5 must
be reduced for those months (or the overhang should be of a folding or removable
type). Since the shadow is given for solar noon when it is at its maximum, it
is not necessary to take its full effect into account; about two-thirds will
give a better approximation over the whole day. Note that the values in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are only valid for south orientation. The shading factor
(reduction in solar heat gain) in Column (M) of Worksheet 5B is entered in

Column 2 of Worksheet 5.
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TABLE 5.2

Summner Shading with Roof Overhang

H (Ref. [6])

Latitude jLength (ft) of Horizontal Projection to Cast Shadow
(A) on South Wall from 11 April- I September

~(B) 4 ft Shadow 6 ft Shadow 8 ft Shadow 10 ft Shadow

440 N Lat 2.95 4.4 5.85 7.4
480 N Lat (C) 3.4 5.0 6.7 8.5

TABLE 5.3

Winter Shading With Roof Overhang (Noon)

(H) Height of Shadow Cast for Latitude per Foot of Projecting Overhang, ft

Month 440 N Latitude 480 N Latitude

S 1.00 0.85
0 0.70 0.60
N 0.45 0.35
0 0.40 0.30
J 0.45 0.35
F 0.70 0.60
M 1.00 0.85
A 1.70 1.40
M 2.45 1.90
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WORKSHEET 58

CALCULATION OF SHADING WITH SOUTH ROOF OVERHANG

(A) Latitude of building site: O___N

(B) Length of summer shadow des,,ed: ____ft

(C) Size of roof overhang (projection from south wall)

from Table 5.2 (directly or interpolated): _ _____ft

(0) Height of lower overhang edge from finished floor: _______ft

(E) Distance from finished floor to top of glazing: ______ft

(F) Vertical distance from top of glazing to roof overhang:

(D) - (E) = _____ft

(G) Window or glazing height: _____ft**

Height of Effective Window % Shading,
Shadow Cast, ft Shadow Length, ft Shading, ft* (K)/(G) Shading Factor,

Month (H) x(C) (I) (J) 2/3 (1) (K) (J)- (F) ~(L) (M) 1 (L)

S

0

N

D

M

J

Enter Column (M) in Column 2, Worksheet 5.
*If (J) - (F) is less than zero, enter zero in Column (K).

*If window (glazing) height varies, a reasonable average can be assumed.
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5.3 Influence of Off-South Orientation

In retrofit applications, the heat-gaining surfaces and glazing wil! not

always bc facing true south or nearly so. Figure 5.5 gives the percent of

solar raoiation striking a vertical wall, with the true south exposure re-

ceiving the monthly maximum or 100 percent (at Bremerton, Washington, 47°N

latitude). Note that deviations of +30' receive about 85 percent of the

mid-winter radiation, this percentage drops to around 75 for the SE and SW

orientation and to 40 for L, W orientations. The percent reduction (or in-

crease) is read from Figure 5.5 and entered in Column 3, Worksheet 5 in decimal

form (i.e. 60% = 0.60). A slightly eastern orientation may be uesirable where

early morning heat gain is wanted and possible with climatic and topological

conditions (i.e. nn pattern of early morning fog or mountairns to the east) and

where the summer breeze is predominantly from an easterly direction. Summer

heat gain through E and W windows is not much larger than through S-facing

windows in latitudes above 45°N; this heat gair, becomes a problem only at

lower latitudes with warm summers and must be reduced there by shading with

deciduous trees, etc.

180 , - -

- -' ,7-

160 - -

140 - -

120 MaI - ---
- May/Jun/Jul

100
~Apr/Aug

z 80 ... "- - ,

Mar/Sept

60 : i ; ,' Feb/Oct

400 °  Nov/Dec/Jan
4O0 1 3Q0 450 600 75;0 3C

S SW/SE E/W
ORIENTATION

Figure 5.5 Percent of Average Solar Radiation Received on Vertical Walls
Deviating from True South at Bremerton, Washington (Ref. [12])
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5.4 Spacing for Sawtooth Clearstory Window Arrangements

If south-facing clearstory windows and/or solar collectors for water heating

are arranged in more than one row, the spacing between these rows must be

large enough to avoid shading the second row by the first row. The formula

below can be used to calculate the length of the shadow for any obstacle that

may be in front of the solar glazing, be it collector or window. For

comparatively narrow obstructions, the solar altitude value at noon should be

used; for shading by longer rows, a value earlier in the morning should be

chosen. The formula for the spacing distance is:

d = h/tan a

where d, h and a are defined in Figure 5.6. The obstacle height can be taken

off the design drawings. The sun altitude angles u for December (the worst

d VERTICAL COLLECTOR

d I

5.L. .. '

SLOPED C LL ""-.

h - height of front row of collectors, sawtocth roof section or a.>
other obstacle

d v distance between obstacle and nearest ooir: of seccr---ow cla:-C
m - solir al.itu.e angle

Figure 5.6 Definition of Symbols Used in Sawtooth Spacing Calculation
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condition) for northern latitudes and different times of day are listed in

Table 5.4, together with the corresponding values for tan i.

For example, it the obstacle height of a long row is 6 feet, the spacing to

the second-row glazing should be d = 6/tan 110 6/0.19 = 31.6 ft for a

building in Eugene, Oregon with no shading after 9 a.m. This spacing distance

is almost impractically large, so that a compromise is called for. Some

shading after 9 a-m. may have to be tolerated or the clearstory windows or

collectors can be raised some in the second row. If no shading after 10 a.m.

would be an acceptable compromise, the spacing distance would be reduced to d

6/tan 170 6/0.31 = 19.35 ft. Since this calculation was made for the

month of December, any other time of the year will have less shading on the

second row even very early in the morning.

TABLE 5.4

Sun Altitude Angles on 21 December for Northern Latitudes and

Different Times of Day, together with the Function tan a

Solar 40°N Lat 44N 48°N Lat 52°N Lai

Time Y tan u a tan a a tancv a tanu

8 a.m. . 0.1 20 0.3 -

9 a.m. 140 0.25 110 0.19 80 0.14 50 0.9
10 a.m. 210 0.38 170 0.31 140 0.25 100 0.18

11 a.m. 250 0.47 210 0.38 170 0.31 130 0.23

Noon 26.50 0.50 22.50 0.42 18.50 0.34 14.50 0.26
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5.5 Calculation of Building Auxiliary Load Profile

Worksheet 6 is used to determine the solar load ratio and ultimately the

auxiliary load profile. Values for the net thermal load are transferred from

Worksheet 4. The total solar heat gain for each month is the sum of all

passive/hybrid absorbed solar heat figures from Worksheets 5 and the adjusted

net heat gain from Worksheet 5A in the case of a greenhouse. The solar load

ratio (SLR) is the total monthly solar heat gain divided by the monthly net

thermal load. The solar heating fraction (SHF) is then obtained from the

solar heating estimator (Figure 5.7) for the corresponding value of solar load

ratio for each month. The monthly solar heating contribution is obtained by

multiplying the SHF with the net thermal load. Finally, the auxiliary load

profile is calculated by subtracting the solar heating contribution from the

net thermal load.

Depending on the size of the house and its location, an auxiliary monthly load

of I to 2 MBtu can easily be supplied with an efficient wood burner. Econom-

ically, it is probably not wise to supply more than a solar heating fraction

of 0.5 at the most in the mid-winter months since the solar heat gain needed

to increase the fraction above 50 percent is proportionally much larger than

at lower SHF, and gaining a larger percentage in this climate would be very

difficult and costly and without resulting in increased comfort. Also, the

calculated auxiliary load will occur only in the coldest years, because it is

impossible to accurately take the "comfort factor" into account in these cal-

culations. However, from experience it has been found that passively-heated

homes usually feel comfortable at much lower interior air temperatures than do

conventionally heated houses, thus less auxiliary heat will be needed in the

actual case than is indicated by the calculations, especially for- ,he designs
that incorporate some type of zoning where bedrooms would remain unheated when

- the auxiliary is used.

It is very important in locations with long cool winters to choose the auxiliary

wood burner (References [14, 15]) or other backup systrr with great care. If

a conventional system is used, it must be sized correctly for the small loads

of these well-insulated houses. Reference [4] contains a discussion of auxiliary

heating in New Mexico; much of the discussion also applies to conditions else-

where. The fuiture availability of the auxiliary energy source must. be considered.

Wind generators may be attractive and economical in cold, windy locations.
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WORYSHEET 6

CALCULATION OF BUILDING AUXILIARY LOAD PROF!LE

Net Total Solar Solar Solar Auxiliary
Thermal Solar Load Heating Heatinc Load
Load Heat Ratio Fraction Contrib. Profile

Month (from Gain (SLR) (SHF)
Worksheet 4) (from Work- (B) - (A) (from (D) x (A) (A) - (E)

sheet 5) Fig. 5.7)
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

%dun.

Jul.

TOTAL MBtu MBtu MBtu
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S.] 6.0 GLAZING AND STORAGE CALCULATIONS

2 A very rough estimate of the ratio of south-facing window area to floor area

for direct gain houses is given by the following:

For cold climate, glass area/floor a'.ea = 0.2 - 0.3

For moderate climate, glass area/floor area =0.15 - 0.25

For warm climate, glass area/floor area = 0.1 - 0.15

These values are given for houses with maximum insulation, adequate mass, good

heat distribution and small auxiliary heaters. Approximately the same relation-

ship should also hold for each solar-heated space or room; however, the location

of each room and its use must be taken into consideration. For instance, kitchens
with many internal heat sources will need less solar heat than living areas, and

sleeping areas used only at night may also remain cooler. Reference [1] gives

many additional rules of thumb for glazing and storage sizing.

The importance of good heat distribution together with an adequate amount of

mass for the specific climatic conditions cannot be overemphasized. For example,

south-facing rooms should not be too small and should have large door openings

as well as masonry walls connecting to the north-side rooms, if they are not

open areas altogether. The storage mass should have a large surface area (with

a thickness from 6 to 18 inches for masonry) well distributed over the rooms.

It does not have to be in direct sunlight, although the effectiveness of direct

gain is increased (and less mass is required) if at least a portion of the heat

storage mass receives direct sun in the mid-winter months during a good part of

the day.

The amount of storage mass will determine the comfort in the house, i.e. the

daily temperature swing that will be experienced and the heat loss over a com-

* pletely cloudy day. Table 6.1 gives a tabulation of storage mass required per

temperature swing of the storage mass and the maximum solar heat gain per day

for 100 square feet of south-facing windows. For masonry walls that are not

directly exposed to the sun, a temperature rise of around 5 0F would be

comfortable; for mass exposed to the sun, a temperature rise of 200-25 F is

not unusual. For a combination, a AT of 10 0F maximum is a good value to be

assumed for the calculations and design.
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Worksheet 7 can be used to tabulate these calculations for each room. Note
that the storage volume will have to be adjusted for the actual glazing in
each room (net area of glass), since it is listed in Table 6.1 on the basis of
a 100 square foot window area. To calculate the maximum temperature drop in
the house for an average January day without any solar gain or auxiliary
heating, the formula in the lower half of Worksheet 7 can be used. Values for
heat capacity of storage materials are listed in Table 6.2. A calculated drop
of 8 0F or less is considered to be adequate for a direct-gain house in a sunny
climate. A much larger drop indicates that some auxiliary heating will be
required on most cloudy days. Actual performance will be better than the
calculations indicate in many cases, since nights during cloudy periods have
higher average temperatures than clear nights, and also because some solar
radiation is received even during cloudy conditions. For a second, consecutive
day, the temperature drop would be somewhat less, because this type of heat
loss follows an exponential curve.

For fully exposed south-facing vertical double glazed windows at 44'N to 48'N
latitude, the maximum clear-day daily heat gain in December/January is about
1000 Btu/ft 2-day without snow on the ground. For sloped double-glazed windows
and windows with reflectors, it can range up to 1375 Buf2- day at 444N
latitude. To calculate an adequate amount of storage, determine the daily
solar heat gain per square foot for the design, then choose a value for AT and
read the volume of storage required from Table 6.1. This value must be adjusted
for the room by multiplying by the south window area of the room and dividing
by 100. More mass than this will give a lower AT. If only a small amount ofI
space is available, water exposed to the sun directly behind the glazing will

will supply support, ease of maintenance and soundproofing. Phase-change

materials (eutectic salts) may be available commercially in the future for
heat storage that will be able to store large amounts of heat in a small

volume (Reference [2]).

When the design of the home has been completed, the storage mass. in the buildingU
should be checked once more. If the mass is scanty (especially in areas with
many clear days in the winter), the daily temperature levels in the home will
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fluctuate wildly; if the mass is too large (especially in areas with many

cloudy days in the winter), it will be difticult to warm up the home again

(1 after a long period of cloudy weather, and too much auxiliary heat will be

diverted to recharging the storage. It will not be economical to spend money

on excessive storage. In houses where solar is not expected to supply nearly

the entire daily net heat load (that is, some auxiliary heating is acceptable

for most days), storage can be somewhat higher; it will be useful for load

management and to avoid rapid cooling in areas where supply interruptions of

the auxiliary fuel are likely.

Completing Worksheets I through 7 with the data from the preliminary design

sketches should give the designer a good idea of the expected performance of

the planned passive solar building* and the influence of the different design

components and their relationships. The procedure should be repeated each

time changes are made and finally with the exact dimensions off the finalized

blueprints and building specifications. Window dimensions especially seem to

change at the last minute depending on what is available at the local supplier

at a good price or in order to comply with codes when getting the building

permit. The U-value of the wdll and roof materials and insulation finally

chosen may also vary from that assumed for the design calculations, depending

on market conditions, especially if last-minute substitutions have to be made

because of shortages or in a more fortunate case because an unexpected bargain

becomes available. Calculations should be redone if the U-values of walls

and/or roof are higher than those used in the calculations, to check if addi-

tional solar heat should be provided. On the other hand, if the U-values are

considerably 'awer than those used in the calculations, it may be possible to

reduce solar window size or relax some other design specifications as compen-

sation. Since the heat loss of the building is very much influenced by the

R-factor of window night insulation and since this component will be one of

the last to be chosen and installed, adjustments can be made here if heat

losses have changed because of substitutions which have arisen during the

building phase.

*If actual operating conditions will correspond to the assumptions made in the
calculations, especially where infiltration rate is concerned. Infiltration
is strongly influenced by construction quality and occupants life style.
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WORKSHEET 7

GLAZING AND STORAGE CALCULATIONS

Daily Maximum Solar Heat Gain:

South Floor Designed Storage Volume per Temp.

Glazing Area Storage 100 ft2 of Glazing Swing

Room ft2  ft2  ft3  ft3  OF

TOTAL

Check for temperature drop during a completely cloudy day (24-hour pericd):

Maximum AT = Net January Thermal Load*/31
Total Volume x (Heat Capacity of Storage Material)**

rhT- 31. ) -= °F

*From Worksheet 4.
"*From Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1

Mass Required to Store Solar Heat Gain Through Windows

Maximum Daily Temperature Swing Volume of Storage per
Solar Heat Gain of Thermal Mass 100 sq. ft of Window Area

Water Concrete
Btu/ft2-day LT, OF ft3  gal. ft3

5 160 1200 415
10 80 600 210

500 15 55 400 140
20 40 300 105
25 30 225 85

5 240 1800 625
10 120 900 315

750 15 30 600 210
20 60 450 155
25 50 375 115

5 320 2400 830
10 160 1200 420

1000 15 110 825 2BO
20 80 600 210
25 60 450 170.

5 400 3000 1050
10 200 1500 520

1250 15 130 1000 350
20 100 750 260
25 80 600 210

5 440 3300 1150
10 220 1650 585

1375 15 145 1100 385
20 110 825 285
25 90 675 230

5 480 3600 1250
10 240 1800 630

1500 15 160 1200 420
20 120 900 310
25 100 750 250

5 560 4200 1460
10 280 2100 730

1750 15 190 1425 490
20 140 1050 360
25 110 825 290
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TABLE 6.2

Heat Transfer Characteristics of Masonry Storage
Materials Compared to Water, Wood and Steel

Specific Heat Density Heat Capacity Conductivity
Material Btu/lb-°F lb/ft3  Btu/ft -°F Btu-in.

hr-OF-ftZ

Adobe 0.22 90-105 20-23 4

Brick 0.21 110-130 23-27 5

Brick with mag- 0.2 120 24 26
nesium additive

Concrete 0.16 140 22 12
(Stone, Sand)

Concrete 80 2.5
(Cinder Block)

Gravel 0.21 115 24 2.6

(30% voids)

Earth 0.21 95 20 6

Pumice -- 49 -- 1.3

Sand 0.2 100 20 2

Stone 0.2 165 33 11-12

Steel 0.12 490 59 310

Wood 0.6 30 18 0.8-1.1

Water 1.0 62.4 62.4 4
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7. ENERGY SAVINGS CALCULA11IONS

Since many people are not only interested in knowing hov, much auxiliary energy

will need to be expended to heat the designed building, but also in how much

energy is saved (in order to calculate the cost-effectiveness of the passive

method), a brief discussion of the topic is included here. Untortunately, the

problem is rather ccmplex, since results depend on the performance calculation

method used [16] and on the design of a "reference" building. Since a passive

design is a combination of very good insulation, sufficient storage mass and

correct choice and placement of heat-gaining windows, walls, roofs and spaces,

i t is very difficult to determine what the conditions would have been for a

"similar" building but without passive heating. Would such a building still

have the same shape, orientation, roof line, volume, size, floor plan, etc.,

since these were to a very large extent chosen with passive heat gain in mind?

Thus, for the sake of simplicity and uniformity, it is proposed here that the

minimum U-values for the building's design be used as specified in the local

building code. Also assumed are a standard ceiling height of 8 feet unless

* the reference building would definitely have been designed with a different

ceiling height. A square floor plan with windows 10 percent of the floor area

and distributed equally in all four directions is assumed also, if the passive

solar building has a rectangular shape. If the passive house has a more

complicated floor plan, the same shape should be assumed for the reference

building but with windows distributed equally in all 4 directions. The main

reason for these assumptions is that up to now buildings on the whole have

been oriented with complete disregard to solar gains, so that on an average,

just as many windows and building orientations are found in each direction.

Worksheet 8A can then be completed in a manner similar to the calculation pro-

cedure for passive houses, though the computations are somewhat simplified.

The same values for heating degree days and solar heat gain should be used as

in the passive computations. Internal heat gain is not subtracted in conven-

tional houses, since it is assumed that this heat will help raise room tempera-

tures from the lower design temperature to a more comfortable 70'F or so, in

contrast to passive solar homes which are quite comfortable at lower air tempera-

ture. Effective window area for south-window solar gain is calculated in the

same way as for the passive design and then multiplied by one half, since some
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of these windows may be shaded. The auxiliary load of the solar design from
Worksheet 6 can then be compared with the heating load of the reference building.

On Worksheet 8B, the heating load of the reference building from Worksheet 8A

is listed first. Subtracted from this is the auxiliary load of the passive

design, as calculated on Worksheet 6. This will give the heat saved in MBtu

by using the passive design. If the passive design uses fans and other motorized

equipment, these power requirements will have to be subtracted from the gross

heat saved to get a true picture of the real savings between the two buildings.

This power usage is usually obtainable in kWh; for conversion to MBtu, it must

be multiplied by 0.0034 before it is listed on Worksheet 8B.

The energy savings depend on the fuel that is being replaced by solar. Energy

savings can be calculated for the most commonly available energy source in the

area or for all of them. The results of course will only reflect savings

based on the current price of these fuels. Solar energy is neither subject to

price escalation nor inflation once the equipment is installed or the structure

is built. With the steep increases in the cost of fossil fuels, the savings

due to solar can be expected to increase dramatically if considered over the

life of the structure (which can be as much as 50 years or more for a well-built

house). In order to express the cost per unit energy in dollars per million

Btu, the cost is multiplied with a conversion factor (which also includes a

multiplier for efficiency).

For example, if electricity were to heat the reference building, the cost in

cents/kWh is multiplied by 2.93 to get the cost in $/MBtu (since 1 MBtu =

293.1 kWh) and by the net energy saved to get the total monthly sL'!ings in

dollars.

If gas is assumed to be the fuel for heating the reference building, the net

heat saved is multiplied with the cost of gas ($/MCF) times 1.7 to take burner

efficiency into account. Natural gas is sold in units of one thousand cubic

feet (or MCF) which have a heat content of around I MBtu. At pynsent, most

utilities have a sliding price scale for their enrgy sales; this means that

large users pay less per unit than do small users. Thus it may be somewhat

difficult to obtain exact quotes for gas prices per MCF for these calculations.
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WORKSHEET 3A

.L.. C.N. FOR R EF , 'LDIG

Building Location: Zone:

Floor Area: ft- = ( ft); Perimeter ft;

S. Window Area = (0. I)(A -4 _ _ ft 2 "

Effective Area =( )( )( ) _ 
2

Building Skin Conductance (Btu/hr-°F):

Total Wall and Window Combination: U-Value x Area ______

Roof. U-Value x Area ) x( =
Floor (R=_.-- : F x Perimeter: (see Table 7-2) ( x( =

TOTAL

T filtration: Volume x C x ACH x( ) ( ) x I

Modified Building Heat Loss Coefficient CB

24 (Skin Conductance + infiltration) 24[( + )]
CB/A =Btu/D.D. -ft

Heat Load Calculations(MBtu): Gross Heating Load minus Solar Heat Absorted
is equal to Net Heating Load

Grcss Solar Net
Month Degree Days Heating Solar Heat Absorbed Heating

Load Gain Load

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

ceb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

7?
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WORKSHEET 8B

HEAT SAVINGS CALCULATIONS FOR PASSIVE DESIGN*

Month Reference Passive Gross Parasitic Net Cost of Energy Saved:

Bldg. Solar Heat Power Energy ELECTRICITY: cents/kWh x 2.93

Heating Building Saved (See Saved GAS: $/MCF x 1.7 *

Load Aux. Foot- OIL: $/gal x. 14.4

Load note), WOOD: $/cord x 0.11
kWh x

0.0034 ___$/M~tu x Net Savings

MBtu/mo. MBtu/mo. MBtu MBtu MBtu $

EL GAS OIL WOOD

Aug. ( )- ( )

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul. _______ ____________________ _______ _______

TOTAL

*Does not include savings for solar water heating ,(or summer cooling).

**60% efficiency.

I MBtu =7.2 gal. heating oil, 50% efficiency.

****Average of 20 MBtu per cord of wood depending on type [15] and 45%/, efficiency.

Add electricity needed to run the conventional furnace; substract the
electricity needed to operate fans in the passive design.
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example design together with completed worksheets. A separate brochure

describing the available example designs is available from the New Mexico

Energy Institute, Box 3SEI, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003

(Report NMEI 22-2). It would be best to study a design which most nearly

corresponds to your own climatic region and features the passive solar methods

you are considering for your own design. If your design incorporates a Trombe
wall or greenhouse, attending a hands-on workshop conducted by the New Mexico

Solar Energy Association in Santa Fe or its affiliated local societies is

highly recommended, or similar workshops may be held by solar societies in

your area. A completed set of worksheets is attached in the Appendix, giving

the calculations for a direct-gain passive solar home in Seattle, Washington

(5100 H. D. D.)
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APPENDIX

DESIGN AND CALCULATION EXAMPLE FOR PACIFIC NORTHWEST
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_-WORKSHEET IA

DESIGN INFORMATICN -

1. Location of building: CeA-r kjc Altitude: -

S2 Building type (one o- two story, split-level, etc.): 2-- o5TC

Roof shape: C4 PI _E. (45 > P:rcl3L

4. Lot size: -7o% .o' i Special features: t5aw.Y. -SLr-UI I

5. Lot orientation (in which direction will the house face the street?':.U.L

6. Building setbacks (check with local codes):

* . Zoning restrictions and covenants:

8. Lot access:

9. Utility access: _

:10. Lot slope, water runoff (erusion?), berming-

I. Predominant direction of winter wind: 551A Velocity: II mDo a verage

12. Predominant direction of summer breeze: : 5 ¢elocEty: VIcty mDh average

i13. Direction of best view:

114. Direction of worst view:

15, Shading from neighboring houses, trees, etc.:

16. Approximate floor area: 2_304 Heated basement? M 0

17. Number of occupants:

118. Number of bedrooms, baths: A- a-. V B 4Tcfl CI_,.4N JLL'T -

19. Other living spaces wanted: L%-V.M ,, .FsrU:y ;c'I L44 i2:)-

20. Life style of occupants and special needs (i.e. play area for chiiaren,
space for entertaining, hobbies; space used during day, evening; special
storage requirements; handicaps): opT-N j, /ININ4 M . ....

.hJ/ b~ms A nA JAL5~ L ~~

FT A114 L Z .gi
21. Preferred patio location, other outdoor recreation areas: pFTicO OFF

22. Occupants like the following features:

23. Occupants dislike the following features:

84
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WORKSHEET 1B

SPACE RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM

Floor area: 18C3) sq. ft.

Sketch the location of the main entry and the living, cook-

ing, eating and sleeping areas; then mark the major wind

directions and use baths, utility, storage areas and garage

as buffer zones against winter winds and summer heat. In-

dicate the zoning barrier (3E i) and tentatively mark the

location of auxiliary heat sources (*). Areas thus marked

will need to be designed so that they can be completely closed

off from the remaining sections of the house during periods

when auxiliary heating is necessary. Finally, show the

direction(s) of the best view (and, optionally, undesirable

views which will need to be screened).

ITO
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WORKSHEET IC

ADOITIONAL INFORMAIION AND CHECKLIST FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION

Building orientation is within,5z E or W of South.

S Major axis runs east-west.

Windbreaks are provided against winter and spring storms.

Windows are of double or triple-glazed wood-frame (or equivalent)

I casement, single- or double-hung type? poX qs- R u tAc

Window areas to the north, east and west are minimized.

'I Windows allow sufficient natural summer ventilation.

Windows are insulated at night by (insulated drapes, shades,
interior or exterior snutters): '.*--eUC f Jf C WitA& VwLr.

7-1 Passive solar mechanisms included in the design are: _Ipy -F:PL[,_

Storage mass is located at: 5, - CUL'Y t-
rILVP W1A41r# "~- ~ L~I4~~d

Are fans used for heat distribution: Where?

is there a solar greenhouse? ND -

Are there well-lighted spaces in the house for plants? 5F LF j

Other sources of winter humidity in the house are (interior
venting of clothes dryer, inter 4 or Clothesline, etc): E.

Is the main entry an air lock? I Do other entries have air
locks or storm doors?

Can heated living areas be closed-off from sleeping areas? 6LaLLg4

What type backup heater is planned? WC f $ 'm - OTH-_cwS

------------- ---------------------------------------------------

Will a solar water heater be used? Y t', What type?

Solar tank location, size: '2- _AL ItM vlAL pL-
w ~1 Z-&~ 4 1 I 4kL.. 6t~osg;

Collector location: V-F Type: Area needed:

Heat exchanger(s):

Collector slope (approximately equal to latitude +100 is best):43j'5'

Backup water heater, type, size, fuel: __ _ _°

Energy-efficient applicances to be used are:

Fluorescent lights are to be used in: Y__-T___I,L_________
P TVt L" I _S-- U.

Fireplace has chimney on interior wall and is equipped with
fresh-air duct and damper and glass screen.

Wood burner or stove: Output: Btu/hr
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WORKSHEET 1D

BUILDING DIMENSIONS
(for Worksheet 2)

Orientation/ Gross Wall Window Door Net Wall Perimeter
Type Area, ft2  Area, ft2  Area, ft2  ft

Total NW
Total N "I4 - .. -- 1 _0 "z ) " .. 4---

Total NE
TotalE T _ - -

Total SE
Total WSE C-

Total SW

Total S 2i7 CLL6/isO) 71

Total Trombe

Total Air Lock 12 - C - 2.0) .4L

Total ((4-O5) (( 0)+( ( )] = ( 19 ). j ( )

Roof Gross Roof Area Skylights Net Roof Area

87) - ( 4 )=( io
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WORKSHEET 2

CALCULAT:CN OF BUILDING SKIN CONDUC-ANCE

Net Area d-value U x Area of

Surface Type ft2  Btu/hr-°F-ft2  B3u/hr-°F* Total

North exterior wall _ :
East exterior wall _ :
West exterior wall 7517 X -

South exterior wall X
South Trombe wall X _ _=

Air lock walls 1l2L2/) L /

Total Wall Heat Loss 2-'7/c,

Doors: Entry X 0 .
Patio X _ _

Other ;Avp4f X 0,
North windows _-__:

East windows __

West windows 4 -:
South windows X
Clerestory windows
Sloped skylights X -

Horizontal skylights

Total Door/Window Heat Loss

Roof 17* 40 X- 5-ZI/.

Floor 13J2.... X 0.15Ole

Total Building Skin Conductance
(add boxed-in values) 1 I00

The values here may be rounded off to whole numbers, as extreme accuracy is

not needed.

•* Crawlspace = Ahc  (see Figure 4.1)

Slab = F K P (see Table 4.1)

Heated basement UA wall above grade + hbAwall below grade + hcAfloor
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,A RCKS.ET 3

CLULATION CF :"FTLTRATION LOAD AND
:FIE:i BUILDING HIE"AT LOSS COEFFICIENT C3

House Volume Gross Floor Area x Ceiling Height (I -O) )I5bZ
1n i",".:r a tic n Lo 1d V 'o l L; e x C p x .CH, CACH Air Change/Hour

:-'Is , × (xo.i) x
- t, Btu/hr-°F

icified Building '.Heat Loss Coefficient, C8

_ . ,no Skin nfiltration

Concuctance* Load

24 (( o ) + LAS )I= 24 21 hro

70 3 Btu/D. O.

Gross Heated Floor Area of Building = I 2.-O ft2

C/A -2O D / 11 -2 0
=-7 Btu/ft2_O.D. D.D. = Degree Daysl*

* From Worksheet 2.
**'"egree Cays" is an indication of the "coldness" of :he climate for

heatina caiculations; the degree-day value for a Particular day is

the difference between the average daily outdoor temperature and

65'F; t~e data is usually given in monthly and yearly totals.
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WORKSHEET 4

CALCULATION OF BUILDING THERMAL LOAD PROFILE

Modified Building Heat Loss Coefficient CB from Worksheet 3 = -ioo Btu/O.D.

Degree Gross Internal Net
Days Thermal Heat Thermal
per x C Load, - Sources, Load,

Month Month MBtu/month MBtu/month MBtu/month

Aug. _5_ x Cs - _,_ -,

Sept. 150 xC8 1a. - ' -

Oct. ,I,

Nov. _ 4,57

Dec . -7-5 7 5 "- I , C,

Jan. 5o-1 4 ,-

Feb. 416 ,-

Mar. 4 ', 3,1

Apr. 3.3 ,I

May to C-

Jun. 1.5( C)

Jul. 50,4 04 -

MBtu - Million Btu
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WORKSHEET 5 45c TIL.I

CALCULATION OF SOLAR HEATING CONTRIBUTION

Mechanism: sop:b sr-"fL 1  T .e)LO."O)C_'-)(c,1)
Net Effective Collector Area: Q.!S ft2 = Aeff

Aeff = Agross x (Frame Shading) x (Effectiveness, Table 5.1)

Adjustment Factors

Off South
Solar.Heat Gain Roof Overhang Orientation: Solar Heat

from .IaZ4%' 5.2- 5.4 from % Reduction Absorbed in
Btu/Month-ft2 x i0 Worksheet 58 from Sec. 5.3 MBtu/mnth

Month (1) (2) (3) Aeff x (1) x (2) x (3)

Aug. 2-7

Sept -Q

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb. c>1

Mar. -A

Apr. I

May 4-I 1_,

Jun.

Jul.

91
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WORKSHEET 5

CALCULATION OF SOLAR HEATING CONTRIBUTION

Mechanism: $ -T-- 4LPS

Net Effective Collector Area: _ -7 ) ft2 = Aeff

Aeff = Agross x (Frame Shading) x (Effectiveness, Table 5.1)

Adjustment Factors

Off South
Solar Heat Gain Roof Overhang Orientation: Solar Heat
from -5.2 5.4 from % Reduction Absorbed in

Btu/Month-ft2 x 103 Worksheet 5B from Sec. 5.3 MBtu/month
Month (1) (2) (3) Aeff x (1) x (2) x (3)

Aug.

Sept

* Oct. 2- I11k,5

Nov. 25

Dec. t-

Jan. N/A.
I' 1

Feb. LLo

Mar. 5 I

Apr. 2'"

May 2.4. 

Jun.

Jul.
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WORKSHEET 58

CALCULATION OF SHADING WITH SOUTH ROOF OVERHANG

(A) Latitude of building site: 4-,5jN

(B) Length of summer shadow desired: ft

(C) Size of roof overhang (projection from south wall)

from Table 5.2 (directly or interpolated): 0 ft~,_MOM PLAN'

(0) Height of lower overhang edge from finished floor: _ ,_-_ft

(E) Distance from finished floor to top of glazing: (jP ft

(F) Vertical distance from top of glazing to roof overhang:

(D) - (E) = n.9 ft

(G) Window or glazing height: 4 ft**

Height of Effective Window % Shading,
Shadow Cast, ft Shadow Length, ft Shading, ft* (K)/(G) Shading Factor,

Month (H) x (C) = (I) (J) = 2/3 (I) (K) = (J) - (F) = (L) (M) = -L)

S 1.21 .5 0 I

N 0.5 o.3 0 0

J .5
F '19 -7CM I, 27 0 S

A 2,1 1. A-. e(
M . nte (M in IoO. -Z! .
J

Enter Column (M) in Column 2, Worksheet 5.
* If (J) - (F) is less than zero, enter zero in Column (K).

** If window (glazing) height varies, a reasonable average can be assumed.
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WORKSHEET 6

CALCULATION OF eUILOING AUXILIARY LOAD PROFILE

Net Total Solar Solar Solar Auxiliary
Thermal Solar Load Heating Heating LoadLoad Heat Ratio Fraction Contrib. Profile

Month (from Gain (SLR) (SHF)
Worksheet 4) Cfrom Work- (A) (from

sheet 5) Fig. 5.7)
(A) (B) (C) (0) (E) (F)

Aug.

Sept.

Oct. I. - 1 o.2-( 0,

Nov. 2 . O4 O 5 I,

Oec. 3-7 ,-,3 C,3 . 1.2-

Jan. b 2- 4- ,2 .

Feb. - 2 2,0

Mar. 3.I o -14
~Apr. 3,} .4 , (.' .( ,

May 3.4 b--

%pun.

* Jul.t

TOTAL - MBtu M7/L, .tu '. MBtu
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WORKSHET 7

GLAZING AND STORAGE CALCULATIONS

Daily Maximum Solar Heat Gain: it.0

South Floor Designed Storage Volume per Temp.

Glazing Area Storage 100 ft2 of Glazing Swing

Room ft2  ft2  ft 3  ft3  F

M,.. U.I 1 4 5 - ole-  S

v9i~ -T(lA~k

LWP-Rri°00

.. Z lC IT37 4-

r-LL-O*N(N. Ir-P4LcXM ML

TOTAL

Check for temperature drop during a completely cloudy day (24-hour period):

Maximum &T Net January Thermal Load*/31

Total Volume x (Heat Capacity of Storage Material)**

AT 31 (F

*From Worksheet 4.
**.From Table 6.2.
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WORKSHEET BA

-i CALCULATIONS FOR REFERENCE BUILDING

Building Location: Zone:
Floor Area: 18 ) ft 2 = (>,ft) 2 ; Perimeter a tz- ft;

S. Window Area - (0.1)(A)+4 a 4-. ft2;

Effective Window Area z li(*) f05)) - -ft 2

Building Skin Conductance (Btu/hr-°F):

Total Walls: U-Value x Area = (eV)x(I73=jj__
Total Windows and Doors: U-Value x Area =
Roof: g-"% U-Value x Area =5-(0
Floor: (See Section 4.1). = (o.)4)x(r2)=_4.1

r- = 71 TOTAL

Infiltration: Volume x C x ACH - (l 4,6ot x (.c>10) x I
p

Modified Building Heat Loss Coefficient CB

A24 (Skin Conductance + infiltration) = 24[( 1 + A )] =Z'

Heat Load 'alculations(MBtU): Gross Heating Load minus Solar Heat Absorbed
is equal to Net Heating Load

Gross Solar Net
Month Degree Days Heating Solar Heat Absorbed Heating

Load Gain Load

Aug. 24- 1, 4o

Sept. 1!50 ;L (P 0-4

Oct. O (,o --. 5,

Nov. al - 05- . 4,

Dec. 7 5L> L CO 1 .- -

Jan. 8 U- (

Feb. (0L8 C' 1> C, 2.

M a r . 4 ( 0 l&, 2 2..,

fr. 4-La' -7. 1 o 4".
May 30d 4 , "

Jun. I 5- C, 2 , L4- (9, a

Jul. 3 0 13 0.2- 0
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WORKSHEET 88

HEAT SAVINGS CALCULATIONS FOR PASSIVE DESIGN*

Month Reference Passive Gross Energy Net Cost of Energy Saved:

Bldg. Solar Heat Used For Energy ELECTRICITY: cents/kWh x 2.93
Heating Building Saved Fans in Saved GAS: $/ t¢CW x 1.7 **

Load Aux. Passive OIL: $/gal x 14.4 *

Load Home, WOOD: $/cord x 0.11

kWh x

0.0034 = $/MBtu x Net Savings =

MBtu/mo. MBtu/mo. MBtu MBtu MBtu $

EL GAS GIL WOOD

Aug. (01 , ) , -
QiJ

Sept. 1 9 h i-

Oct. s,, 0,
Nov. q, 4 &.o Vh

Dec. I . ". ,- -

Jan. 12 , -,7
Feb. io-2. 1,5- -7
Mar. Ct' -24> 17. -
Apr. & --7 '(

May 4,."

Jun. (j 60~7~~~b~O O

TOTAL '0 B d4d ?2--

*Does not include savings for solar water heating (or summer cooling).

**60% efficiency.
* 1 MBtu 7.2 gal. heating oil, 50% efficiency.
****Average of 20 MBtu per cord of wood depending on type [15] and 45% efficiency.
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Discussion of Results

The Seattle climate is characterized by extreme cloudiness in the winter and
consequently very little available solar radiation. For this reason, glazing
and storage must be restricted; a large amount even of south glazing would
give large heat losses. The example design is a modification of a plan orig-

longer contains Trombe walls, since they do not perform efficiently in the

Pacific Northwest. The heating degree day data used in the example is for an
exposed location; sheltered sites can have up to ten percent less heating
degree days.

Carefully installed and adequate insulation is very important in this climate.
R-values about twice code minimum are recommended. In the example design,
solar heat gain is stored in the masonry floor and in water-filled steel
culverts. The maximum daily temeprature swing expected on a completely sunny
day would be about 150F. In a sunny climate, this value would be excessive;
in the Pacific Northwest, where completely sunny days are rare in the winter,
this A~T is adequate. Because of these adverse climatic conditions, it would
not be cost-effective to aim for a high solar heating fraction. A yearly
average solar heating contribution of 55 percent has been calculated for this
design. In mid-winter, the contribution possible amounts to only a little
over 30 percent in an average year (and could possibly be much less in some
years). However, depending on the unit cost of conventional fuels, an average
projected savings of 65 MBtu for this design over one heating season is still
considerable, and actual performance may be even better than the calculation
indicate, if thermostats are set back at night and some rooms remain unheated

* in the fall and spring.

*The following features have been incorporated or specified for the design:

1. Earth berming on N and E side.
2. 1 -story design with air lock entry and buffer spaces on, N-W sides.

Depending on local code requirements, the upstairs attic space may
need to be modified with an additioal vestibule and exterior stair-

case for emergency exit.
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3. Wind breaks (trees) on N, E sides.

4. Tipleglazing with window night insulation (i.e. quilted draperies)

on N, E, W windows; double glazing on S windows and skylights,

together with insulating shutters. The skylights are operable for

5. The upstairs bedrooms are suntempered only. The floor joists,

however, should be built strong enough to support later installation

of a water bed or water storage tank if desired to moderate the

daily temperature swings. Small auxiliary heaters will be necessary

in the bedrooms and baths, since these will receive little heat from

the wood stove in the living area, unless special ducting is installed.

Expected performance has been calculated for a fully occupied house, assuming

that the second-floor bedrooms have been finished and the original garage has

been converted to a bedroom/bath, with a new garage added on the west side.
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ATTACHMENT

SET OF WORKSHEET BLANKS FOR XEROXING

A set of loose-leaf worksheets is provided here for making xerox copies;
the design of a passive house from the initial concept to final drawings
usually requires at least three sets.
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WORKSHEET 1A

DESIGN INFCPJATICOJ

1. Location of building: __________Altitude:__________

2. Building type (one or two story, split-level, etc.):_________
3. Roof shape: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4. Lot size: _____________Special features:__________

5. Lot orientation (in which direction will the house face the street?):

6. Building setbacks (check with local codes): _______________

7. Zoning restrictions and covenants: ____________________

S. Lot access: __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

9. Utility access: _____________________ ________

10. Lot slope, water runoff (erosion?), berming:______________

11. Predominant direction of winter wind: _____Velocity: mph average

12. Predominant direction of summuer breeze: _____Velocity: mph average

13. Direction of best view:_________________________

14. Direction of worst view: _______________________

15. Shading from neighboring houses, trees, etc.:______________

16. Approximate floor area:________________________

17. Number of occupants: __________________________

18. Number of bedrooms, baths: ______________________

19. Other living spaces wanted:_______________________

20. Life style of occupants and special needs (i.e. play area fc children,
space for entertaining, hobbies; space used during day, evening; special
storage requirements; handicaps ) :___________________

21. Preferred patio location, other outdoor recreation areas:________

22. Occupants like the following features:_________________

23. Occupants dislike the following features:________________
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WORKSHEET 1B

SPACE RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM

Floor area: ____________sq. ft.

Sketch the location of the main entry and the living, cook-

ing, eating and sleeping areas; then mark the major wind
directions and use baths, utility, storage areas and garage

as buffer zones against winter winds and summer heat. In-
dicate the zoning barrier (EU aN) and tentatively mark the
location of auxiliary heat sources (** Areas thus marked
will need to be designed so that they can be completely closed
off from the remaining sections of the house during periods
when auxiliary heating is necessary. Finally, show the
direction(s) of the best view (and, optionally, undesirable

views which will need to be screened).
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* WORKSHEET 1C
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND CHECKLIST FOR ENERGY CONSFRVATION

Building orientation is within 200 E or W of South.
Major axis runs east-west.

Windbreaks are provided against winter and spring storms.
Windows are of double or triple-glazed wood-frame (or equivalent)

casement, single- or double-hung type?______________
Window areas to the north, east and west are minimized.
Windows allow sufficient natural summer ventilation.

Windows are insulated at night by (insulated drapes, shades,
interior or exterior shutters): __________________

Passive solar mechanisms included in the design are: _______

Storage mass is located at: __________________

Are fans used for heat distribution: _ ____Where?______

Is there a solar greenhouse?_______ _____________

Are there well-lighted spaces in the house for plants?______

Other sources of winter humidity in the house are (interior
venting of clothes dryer, interior clothesline, etc): ______

Is the main entry an air lock? _ ___Do other entries have air
locks or storm doors? ___

Can heated living areas be closed-off from sleeping areas?____
What type backup heater is planned? _______________

Will a solar water heater be used? What type?____________________

Solar tank location, size:________ ____________

Collector location: _ ____Type: _ ____Area needed: ___

Heat exchanger(s):__________________________

Collector slope (approximately equal to latitude +100 is best):__

* ~~~~Backup water heater, type, size, fuel: _____________

Energy-efficient applicances to be used are:___________

Fluorescent lights are to be used in:______________

Fireplace has chimney on interior wall and is equipped with
fresh-air duct and damper and glass screen.

Wood burner or stove: ________Output: ________Btu/hr
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WORKSHEET 2

CALCULATION OF BUILDING SKIN CONDUCTANCE

Net Area U-value U x Area % of

Surface Type ft2  Btu/hr-°F-ft2  Btu/hr-°F* Total

North exterior wall l X
East exterior wall X =
West exterior wall X =
South exterior wall X
South Trombe wall X _

Air lock walls X

Total Wall Heat Loss J
Doors: Entry X

Patio X =
Other X =

North windows X =
East windows X =
West windows X
South windows X =
Clerestory windows X
Sloped skylights X =
Horizontal skylights X =

Total Door/Window Heat Loss im.
Roof X =1 1 1

Floor **-- X - -1

Total Building Skin Conductance
(add boxed-in values) 100

• The values here may be rounded off to whole numbers, as extreme accuracy is
not needed.

•* Crawlspace = Ahc  (see Figure 4.1)

Slab = F x P (see Table 4.1)

Heated basement = UAwall above grade + hbAwall below grade + hcAfloor
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WORKSHEET 3

CALCULATION OF INFILTRATION LOAD AND

MODIFIED BUILDING HEAT LOSS COEFFICIENT CB

Infiltration Load = Volume x Cp x ACH ACH = Air Change/Hour

=( )x( )x( )
= __ Btu/hr-°F

Modified Building Heat Loss Coefficient, CB

= Building Skin + Infiltrations
Conductance* Load

=24t( ) , ( )]=24 (

Btu/D.D.

Gross Heated Floor Area of Building = _ ft2

C, CB /A =2_)/

= Btu/ft -D.D. D.D. = Degree Days*

• From Worksheet 2
**"Degree Days" is an indication of the "coldness" of the climate for

heating calculations; the degree-day value for a particular day. is

the difference between the average daily outdoor temperature and

65°F; the data is usually given in monthly and yearly totals.

Averaged degree-day data for New Mexico is listed in Table 1-1.
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WORKSHEET 4

CALCULATION OF BUILDING THERMAL LOAD PROFILE

Modified Building Heat Loss Coefficient CB from Worksheet 3 - Btu/D.D.

Degree Gross Internal Net
Days xC Thermal Heat Thermal
per B Load, Sources, Load,

Month Month MBtu/month MBtu/month MBtu/month

Aug. - x CB - -=

Sept. xC6  -, m

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

MBtu - Million Btu
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WORKSHEET 5

CALCULATION OF SOLAR HEATING CONTRIBUTION

Mechanism:

Net Effective Collector Area: ft2 = Aeff

Aeff = Agross x (Frame Shading) x (Effectiveness, Table 5.1)

Adjustment Factors

Off South
Solar Heat Gain Roof Overhang Orientation: Solar Heat

from Figs. 5.2 - 5.4 from % Reduction Absorbed in
Btu/Month-ft2 x 103  Worksheet 5B from Sec. 5.3 MBtu/month

Month (1) (2) (3) Aeff x (1) x (2) x (3)

Aug.

Sept

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.
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WORKSHEET SA

ADJUSTED NET SOLAR GREENHOUSE HEAT GAIN

Solar Heat Monthly Heat Net Heat Adjusted
Gain Absorbed Loss (Net Gain - Net Solar

Month (from Worksheet 5 Thermal Load) MBtu/month Greenhouse
of Greenhouse from Worksheet 4* Heat Gain
Calculations) MBtu/month x Adjustment Factor

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

*I  IMay

Jun.

Jul.

*For greenhouse heat loss to the outside only.
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WORKSHEET 6
CALCULATION OF CUILDING AUXILIARY LOAD PROFILE

Net Total Solar Solar Solar Auxiliary
Thermal Solar Load Heating Heating Load
Load Heat Ratio Fraction Contrib. Profile

Month (from Gain (SLR) (SHF)
Worksheet 4) (from Work- (B) i(A) from(Dx(A ()-(Esheet 5) Fig. 5.7) () (A ()-(E
(A) (B) (C)() (E) (F)

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

-Mar.

Apr.

May

* Jun.

* ~Jul. __________ __ __

iTLMBtU MBtu MBtu
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WORKSHEET 7

GLAZING AND STORAGE CALCULATIONS

Daily '-Iaxirum Solar Heat Gain:

South Floor Designed Storage Volume per Temp.

Glazing Area Storage 100 ft2 of Glazing Swing

Room ft2  ft2  ft3  ft3  OF

A
TOTAL

Check for temperature drop during a completely cloudy day (24-hour period):

Maximum LT = Net January Thermal Load*/31
Total Volume x (Heat Capacity of Storage Material)**

T:311 I°

*From Worksheet 4.

**From Table 6.1.
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WORKSHEET 8A

CALCULATIONS FOR REFERENCE BUILDING

Building Location: Zone:

Floor Area: ft2 = ( ft)2 ; Perimeter ft;

S. Window Area = (0.1)(A)+4 = ft2 ;

Effective Area = ( )( )( ) = ft 2

Building Skin Conductance (Btu/hr-OF):

Total Wall and Window Combination: U-Value x Area =( )x(
Roof: U-Value x Area = ( )x(
Floor (R= ): F x Perimeter: (see Table 7-2) = ( )x(

TOTAL

Infiltration: Volume x C x ACH x x 1

Modified Building Heat Loss Coefficient CB

= 24 (Skin Conductance + infiltration) = 24[( + )] =L_____
CB/A =Z I Btu/O.O. -ft
Heat Load Calculations(MBtu): Gross Heating Load minus Solar Heat Absorbed

is equal to Net Heating Load

Gross Solar Net
Month Degree Days Heating Solar Heat Absorbed Heating

Load Gain Load

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.
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WORKSHEET 8B

HEAT SAVINGS CALCULATIONS FOR PASSIVE DESIGN*

Month Reference Passive Gross Parasitic Net Cost of Energy Saved:

Bldg. Solar Heat Power Energy ELECTRICITY: cents/kWh x 2.93

Heating Building Saved (See Saved GAS: $/MCF x 1.7 **

Load Aux. Foot- OIL: $/gal x 14.4 *

Load note), WOOD: S/cord x 0.11 *

kWh x

0.0034 = $/MBtu x Net Savings =

MBtu/mo. MBtu/mo. MBtu MBtu MBtu $

EL GAS OIL WOOD

Aug. ( )- ( )=

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

TOTAL

*Does not include savings for solar water heating (or summer cooling).
**60% efficiency.

* 1 MBtu = 7.2 gal. heating oil, 50% efficiency.
****Average of 20 MBtu per cord of wood depending on type [15] and 45% efficiency.

Add electricity needed to run the conventional furnace; substract the
electricity needed to operate fans in the passive design.
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